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Glossary
Term

Explanation

Air Quality Management Area

Monitored results of any of the pollutants must be evaluated against national air quality objectives, which are defined by statutory legislation. An Air Quality
Management Area (AQMA) is an area that local authorities are obliged to designate, if monitored air pollution exceeds the objectives.

AM peak

The morning peak hours when traffic is busiest. In the context of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme this applies to the hours between 6:00 and 10:00 in the
northbound direction.

Anti-recirculation Wall

Wall designed to prevent the recirculation of emissions between adjacent tunnel portals.

Assessed Case

Scenario adopted for assessment of likely effects of the proposed scheme, in the context of central forecasts of transport conditions and with user charges
set so as to balance the Scheme’s traffic, environmental, socio-economic and financial objectives.

Balancing Pond

A balancing Pond is a drainage system used to control flooding by temporarily storing flood waters.

Biodiveristy Action Plan (BAP)

A biodiversity action plan (BAP) is an internationally recognised program addressing threatened species and habitats and is designed to protect and
restore biological systems.

Blackwall Tunnel

An existing road tunnel underneath the River Thames in east London, linking the London Borough of Tower Hamlets with the Royal Borough of Greenwich,
comprising two bores each with two lanes of traffic.

Building Regulations

Statutory instruments that seek to ensure that the policies set out in the relevant legislation are carried out. Building regulations approval is required for
most building work in the United Kingdom.

Bund

A barrier, dam or mound used to contain or exclude water (or other liquids). Can either refer to a bund made from earthworks material, sand etc. or a metal/
concrete structure surrounding, for example, a fuel tank.

Bus and Goods Vehicle Lane

A dedicated highway lane that has restricted occupancy, available for use by buses, Heavy Goods Vehicles and taxis.
Bus gates are traffic signals often provided within bus priority schemes to assist buses and other permitted traffic when leaving a bus lane to enter or cross
the general flow of traffic or to meter the flow of general traffic as it enters the road link downstream of the bus lane.

Bus Gate
Depending on their purpose, bus gates can be located remote from other signals or they can be positioned immediately upstream of a signal controlled
junction, as a bus pre-signal.
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Term

Explanation

CDM (2015)

The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 set out the roles and responsibilities of parties involved in construction projects in relation to
health and safety during the project life cycle including design, construction operation and maintenance stages.

CEEQUAL

CEEQUAL is an evidence-based sustainability assessment and awards scheme for civil engineering, infrastructure, landscaping and public realm schemes,
which recognises the achievement of high environmental and social performance.

Closed Face TBM

A form of tunnelling where the mined ground is continuously supported by the type of TBM in use.

Contractor

Anyone who directly employs or engages construction workers or manages construction work. Contractors include sub-contractors, any individual selfemployed worker or business that carries out, manages or controls construction work.

Control Centre

Facility to deal with issues with over-height, illegal and unsafe vehicles going through Blackwall and Silvertown tunnels, and help manage traffic.

Core Strategy

The Core Strategy sets out the vision, key objectives and strategic planning policies for the area.

Counter-peak

In the context of the Silvertown Tunnel, where traffic flow is tidal in nature, the counter peak refers to the hours of 6:00-10:00 southbound and 16:00-19:00
northbound i.e. the opposite directions of the AM peak and PM peak.

Cumulative Effects

The summation of effects that result from changes caused by a development in conjunction with other past, present, or reasonably foreseeable actions.

Cut and Cover

A form of construction usually involving in situ reinforced concrete, where a tunnel is built within an excavation which is undertaken from the ground surface.

Department for Transport (DfT)

The government department responsible for the English transport network and a limited number of transport matters in Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland that have not been devolved.

Design & Access Statement (DAS)

Design and Access Statements are documents that explain the design thinking behind a Scheme. They should include a written description of the proposal
and a justification for the application that illustrates that the applicant has considered how everyone will be able to use the places they want to build.

Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB)

A series of 15 volumes that provide official standards, advice notes and other documents relating to the design, assessment and operation of trunk roads,
including motorways in the United Kingdom.

Detailed Design

The design that defines precisely the works that are to be constructed to meet the specified outputs.

Development Consent Order (DCO)

This is a statutory order which provides consent for the project and means that a range of other consents, such as planning permission and listed building
consent, will not be required. A DCO can also include provisions authorising the compulsory acquisition of land or of interests in or rights over land which is
the subject of an application.
http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/help/glossary-of-terms/
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Term

Explanation

Docklands Light Railway (DLR)

An automated light metro system serving the Docklands and east London area. The DLR is operated under concession awarded by Transport for London to
KeolisAmey Docklands, a joint venture between transport operator Keolis and infrastructure specialists Amey plc.

Dwelling

A building used for living purposes. A mobile home used for permanent living should be included in an assessment. If calculations are being conducted for
compensation purposes then some mobile homes are dealt with under the Highways Noise Payments and Moveable Homes Regulations.

Emirates Air Line (EAL)

A cable car service for pedestrians and cyclists across the River Thames in east London, linking the Greenwich peninsula to the Royal Victoria Dock. The
service is managed by TfL, and is part of the TfL transport network.

Enterprise Zone

An area in which state incentives such as tax concessions are offered to encourage business investment.

Gasholder

A large container in which natural gas is stored near atmospheric pressure at ambient temperatures.

Greater London Authority (GLA)

The Greater London Authority (GLA) is a top-tier administrative body for Greater London. It consists of a directly elected executive Mayor of London, and an
elected 25-member London Assembly with scrutiny powers.

Hard Standing

Ground improvement by the use of compacted stone or other materials which facilitates increased surface loading from vehicles or other plant.

Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV)

European Union term for any vehicle with a gross combination mass of over 3500kg

Heritage Asset

A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of
its heritage interest. Heritage asset includes designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local planning authority (including local listing).

Host Boroughs

The Royal Borough of Greenwich, and the London Boroughs of Newham and Tower Hamlets where the existing Blackwall Tunnel and proposed Silvertown
Tunnel are situated.

Illustrative Design

An example of how the proposals could be developed at the next stage of design as a result of engagement with the Project Company contractor, planning
authority and other relevant stakeholders. This is an example of how the Scheme may look, but it is not the final design.

Inter peak

The time period between the AM peak and the PM peak when traffic levels are lower. In the context of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme this refers to the hours
between 10:00 and 16:00.

Launch Chamber

A cofferdam or other underground space created to commence bored tunnel construction using a TBM.

Listed Buildings

A listed building is a building or other structure that has been placed on the Statutory List of Buildings of Special Architectural Interest and afforded special
protection under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. Listed Buildings are separated into three categories: Grade I buildings
are of exceptional interest, sometimes considered to be internationally important; Grade II* buildings are particularly important buildings of more than
special interest; Grade II buildings are nationally important and of special interest. A listed building may not be demolished, extended or altered without
special permission from the local planning authority.

Term

Explanation

LoHAC

The London Highways Alliance Contract is a framework of collaborative highways services contracts. Authorities can form individual call-offs with no loss
of sovereignty. The contract was developed jointly by London boroughs and TfL, it enables them to carry out a wide variety of tasks using four area-based
contractors.

Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS)

The Mayor’s Transport Strategy sets out his intentions for London transport. It explains how Transport for London (TfL) and partners will bring the plan into
reality over the next 20 years.

Mitigation

Measures including any process, activity, or design to avoid, reduce, remedy or compensate for negative environmental impact or effects of a development.

Mode share

The percentage of trips or people using a particular mode of transport. Also referred to as mode split.

Mode shift

A change in the percentage mode share composition e.g. increase in the percentage of trips made by public transport and decreasing the percentage of
trips made by car.

National Cycle Network (NCN)

The National Cycle Network (NCN) is the national cycling route network of the United Kingdom, created by the charity Sustrans.

National Networks National Policy Statement

The document which provides the primary basis on which Development Consent Order (DCO) applications for nationally significant road and rail projects

(NN NPS)

(NSIP) are considered and determined.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

The National Planning Policy Framework sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be applied.

Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project
(NSIP)

Nationally significant infrastructure projects (NSIP) are major infrastructure developments in England and Wales, which require a type of consent known as
’development consent’ under procedures governed by the Planning Act 2008 (and amended by the Localism Act 2011).

Opportunity Areas

London’s major source of brownfield land with significant capacity for new housing, commercial and other development linked to existing or potential
improvements to public transport accessibility.

Order Limits

The extent of land and rights over land that will be needed temporarily to construct the Scheme, and permanently to operate, maintain and safeguard the
Scheme (often referred to as ‘the red line boundary’)

Outline Design

Defines the design principles and freezes the scope of the project.

PM peak

The evening peak hours when traffic is busiest. In the context of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme this applies to the hours between 16:00 and 19:00 in the
southbound direction.
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Term

Explanation

Priority Lane

A dedicated highway lane that has restricted occupancy, available for use by buses, Heavy Goods Vehicles and taxis.

Safeguarding

Safeguarding is a formal process, undertaken by the Department for Transport (DfT), to protect land required for major new infrastructure projects from
future development. The Safeguarding Directions, made by the Secretary of State for Transport, instruct local planning authorities to consult TfL on planning
applications for land within the safeguarded area.

Semi-Improved Grassland

Grasslands can be classified in terms of their ‘improvement’ by natural or artificial nutrients such as manure or agricultural fertilisers. Grasslands with high
levels of nitrification, such as pasture, tend to have low species-diversity and are referred to as improved.

Semi-Natural Habitat

Generally considered to be any naturally occurring vegetative habitat that has been affected by human actions, and includes most, if not all, habitats in the
UK

Service Building, Tunnel Service Building,
Portal Building

The building housing all control, power supply, and other essential equipment for the operation of the tunnel. Also houses firefighting control and ventilation
equipment. Serves as a maintenance base and has the facility to become a standby operations room.

Strategic Road Network

Terminology used by the government to describe the approximately 4,300 miles of motorways and major ‘trunk’ A-roads in England managed by the
Highways England on behalf of the Secretary of State.

Streetscape Guidance

TfL Streetscape Guidance provides a standard for London’s streets and spaces for those who will be working on or affecting London’s streets. All works on
the Transport for London Road Network must adhere to the guidance provided. A copy of the guidance can be found at : https://tfl.gov.uk/streets-toolkit

SuDS

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) are water management solutions designed to reduce the impact of surface water runoff from new and existing
developments to the natural environment. The purpose of such systems is to improve water quality and store or reuse surface runoff to reduce the
discharge rate to the watercourse.

Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)

Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) expand or add details to policies laid out in Local Plans. These may take the form of design guides, area
development briefs, a master plan or issue-based documents. They are a material consideration in the determination of planning applications.

Temporary Works

Structures, means and measures selected and used by a Contractor undertaking construction works, which form no part of the permanent building or
structure which is being constructed.

Thames Tideway Tunnel (TTT)

A 25km tunnel running mostly under the River Thames through central London, intended to provide storage and conveyance of combined raw sewage and
rainwater discharges that currently overflow into the river. Under construction for client Thames Water.

The O2

A large entertainment district on the Greenwich peninsula, including an indoor arena, cinema, bars and restaurants. It is built largely within the former
Millennium Dome.

The Scheme

The construction of a new bored tunnel with cut and cover sections at either end under the River Thames (the Silvertown Tunnel) between the Greenwich
peninsula and Silvertown, as well as necessary alterations to the connecting road network and the introduction of user charging at both Silvertown and
Blackwall tunnels.

Toucan Crossing

A signal controlled crossing that allows pedestrians and cyclists to cross a road safely.
A London government body responsible for most aspects of the transport system in Greater London. Its role is to implement transport strategy and to
manage transport services across London.

Transport for London (TfL)

These services include: buses, the Underground network, Docklands Light Railway, Overground and Trams. TfL also runs Santander Cycles, London River
Services, Victoria Coach Station and the Emirates Air Line.
As well as controlling a 580km network of main roads and the city’s 6,000 traffic lights, TfL regulates London’s private hire vehicles and the Congestion
Charge scheme.

The Tunnel, Silvertown Tunnel

Proposed new twin-bore road tunnels under the River Thames from the A1020 in Silvertown to the A102 on Greenwich Peninsula, East London.

Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM)

A machine used to excavate tunnels with a circular cross section. There are two main types of closed face TBMs: Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) and Slurry
Shield (SS).

Tunnel Portal

A structure created which defines the end of a section of tunnel.

User Charging

The charge to be paid by users of the Silvertown Tunnel and Blackwall Tunnel that is to be imposed in order to manage traffic demand and help pay for the
Scheme.
The Woolwich Ferry links Woolwich (Royal Borough of Greenwich) and North Woolwich (London Borough of Newham). It also links two ends of the inner
London orbital road routes; the North Circular and South Circular.

Woolwich Ferry
It runs every 5-10 minutes throughout the day, from Monday to Friday and every 15 minutes on Saturdays and Sundays. It carries pedestrians, cyclists,
cars, vans and lorries. The ferry is operated by Briggs Marine and Environmental on behalf of TfL.
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Executive Summary
This Design and Access Statement (DAS) is one
of the supporting documents submitted as part of
the application for development consent for the
Silvertown Tunnel (the Scheme).
The Silvertown Tunnel would constitute a new
dual two-lane connection between the A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach on Greenwich
Peninsula (Royal Borough of Greenwich) and the
Tidal Basin roundabout junction on the A1020
Lower Lea Crossing/Silvertown Way (London
Borough of Newham). This would be by means
of twin tunnel bores under the River Thames
and associated approach roads. The Silvertown
Tunnel would be approximately 1.4km long.

Specific project objectives were identified
to address the transport problems currently
experienced, and also draw from the National
Policy Statement for National Networks, Mayoral
policy as defined in the London Plan and Mayor’s
Transport Strategy (MTS), and further scheme
development work.

The Case for the Scheme (Document Reference:
7.1) explains the development of these objectives
and contains an appraisal of all potential scheme
options against these objectives.
The Scheme proposals incorporate both above
and below ground works and include the
following key elements:

The following project objectives have been
adopted:

Above Ground
• Tunnel Portals at Silvertown and the
Greenwich Peninsula;

• To improve the resilience of the river
crossings in the highway network in east and
southeast London to cope with planned and
unplanned events and incidents.

• To improve the road network performance of
the Blackwall Tunnel and its approach roads.

The DAS sets out the Illustrative Design for the
permanent spaces, above ground structures
and access arrangements for both the north and
south ends of the tunnel (portals, junctions &
tunnel ancillary buildings) plus the replacement
Boord Street pedestrian and cycle bridge across
the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach road on the
Greenwich Peninsula.
It should be read as an example of how the
Design Principles (Document Reference: 7.4)
could be translated into physical form, and
should be read alongside the Works Plans,
General Arrangement Plans and Engineering
Section Drawings and Plans (Document
Reference: 2.8).
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• To support economic and population growth,
in particular in east and southeast London
by providing improved cross-river transport
links;.

• To integrate with local and strategic land use
policies.

• To minimise any adverse impacts of any

•

• Tunnel Services Compounds including
buildings at Silvertown and Greenwich
Peninsula;

• surface highways / junction changes and
associated landscape; and

• A new pedestrian / cycle bridge at Boord
Street on the Greenwich Peninsula.
Below Ground
• A new twin-bore tunnel between Greenwich
Peninsula and Silvertown.

proposals on communities, health, safety and The proposals are the result of an iterative
the environment;
design process which has been informed by
an understanding of the existing and changing
To ensure where possible that any
context of Silvertown and Greenwich Peninsula.
proposals are acceptable in principle to key
stakeholders, including affected boroughs.

• To achieve value for money and, through
road user charging, to manage congestion.

tunnel, the proposals would generate substantial
benefits for public transport and non-motorised
users. The area around each tunnel portal would
be enhanced through new landscape and public
realm, and enhanced routes for cycling and
walking would be delivered.
Overall, benefits from the design would include:

• Improved pedestrian and cycle links
around the Royal Docks, and to the
Emirates Air Line;

• Potential for the future regeneration of land
required for construction, unlocked through
the removal of the existent safeguarding,
once the tunnel is completed;

• A replacement pedestrian / cycle bridge
across the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach
at Boord Street;

• Enhanced landscape and public realm in the
vicinity of the Silvertown Portal.
This Statement presents the design context
of the Scheme along with Illustrative Design
of the Scheme in design and access terms, to
demonstrate how the Scheme design could
meet the technical requirements of the project
objectives to provide a high quality new road
tunnel and enhancements to the local area that

This process along with public and stakeholder
consultation and pre-application meetings with
would improve connectivity for all.
the local Boroughs, the GLA, landowners and
other key stakeholders have informed the design.
Alongside the benefits for motorists using the

Artist’s impression of how the Silvertown Portal may look on day of opening (for illustrative purposes only)
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Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Document
1.1.1 This Design and Access Statement
(DAS) is one of the documents provided to
support Transport for London’s (TfL)
application for Development Consent for the
Silvertown Tunnel.
1.1.2 It is a key part of the design assurance
process, which itself underpins TfL’s commitment
to high quality design throughout the Silvertown
Tunnel Project.
1.1.3 The DAS sets out preliminary illustrative
designs for the permanent spaces, above ground
structures and access arrangements for both
the north and south ends of the tunnel (portals,
junctions & tunnel ancillary buildings) plus
the replacement Boord Street pedestrian and
cycle bridge across the A102 Blackwall Tunnel
Approach road on the Greenwich Peninsula.
It sets out the site context and explains how
this was taken into account in developing the
Reference and Illustrative Design.
1.1.4 The DAS also describes the main
alternatives to the proposals that were
considered, how the design of the Scheme has
evolved in response to public and stakeholder
consultation, and how the Illustrative Design
responds to the Design Principles.
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1.2 The Development Consent Order
(DCO)
1.2.1 In June 2012 the Secretary of State
for Transport gave a direction under section
35 of the Planning Act 2008 that the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel be treated as a Nationally
Significant Infrastructure Project (NSIP).
1.2.2 The NSIP designation means that the
project may only be authorised by means of a
Development Consent Order (DCO) made by the
Secretary of State under the Planning Act 2008.
A DCO is a means of obtaining the necessary
powers and permission for developments
categorised as a NSIP.
1.2.3 This document primarily focuses on the
illustrative design of the Scheme, which is an
example of what the Scheme may look like as
the detailed design progresses.
1.2.4 The Scheme will be delivered by a
Contractor appointed by the Project Company
who will ultimately be responsible for the
development of the detailed design of the
Scheme to meet the outputs specified by TfL,
and to comply with the DCO.
1.2.5

The DCO application includes

information about the design of the tunnel and
highway junctions. It assesses the impacts of

the Scheme and explains how these will be
mitigated. This document provides an illustrative
design for the landscape, architecture (e.g.
tunnel portals and control buildings) and urban
design elements of the Scheme, providing an
example of what the Scheme could look like in
the future.
1.2.6 The precise future design is undefined
as there are emerging developments at each
end of the tunnel that will change the townscape
& use between now and the commencement of
tunnel construction. The detailed design would
however, accord with the same principles and
parameters as the illustrative design. These
principles are set out in the Design Principles
report which accompanies the DCO submission.
1.2.7 When a DCO application is approved
by the Secretary of State it would normally
include a series of Requirements (similar to precommencement conditions under the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 regime) that must be
met.
1.2.8 Compliance with the Design Principles
will form part of a Requirement of the DCO for
this Scheme.
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1.3 Design and Access Statement
(DAS) Requirements
1.3.1 There is no specific statutory
requirement for a DAS to support applications for
Development Consent Order under the Planning
Act 2008 (as amended by the Localism Act
2011). However, it is seen as a document that
can be useful to support such applications. In
this case the DAS demonstrates how TfL have
taken account of the need for good design,
and how TfL propose to make the Scheme as
attractive, durable and adaptable as possible to
optimise local, regional and national benefits.
1.3.2 While the tunnel sections would be
constructed underground, the portals, highways
works and associated buildings would affect the
surface, and therefore it is appropriate to place
the design of these elements in their existing and
future context.
1.3.3 The scale and definition of the Scheme
has been determined by the functional and
operational requirements as detailed in the
Works, GA Plans and Engineering Sections.

1.3.4 The Construction Method Statement
(Document Reference: 6.3) is based on
appropriate technical standards and best practice
guidance for design, construction, operation
and maintenance. It describes the envisaged
construction methodology for the Scheme.
1.3.5 The layout and arrangement of the
Scheme has been informed by a detailed local
analysis and stakeholder engagement.
1.3.6 In preparing this DAS TfL had regard to
the best practice guidance contained in “Design
and Access Statements: How to write, read and
use them” published by CABE (Now Design
Council CABE) in 2006.

1.4 Structure of the DAS
1.4.1 This document is structured in two parts.
Part A establishes the Scheme background
and physical context, and Part B sets out the
proposed works and how the design has been
influenced by the future context.
1.4.2

A glossary of terms is included at the

front of this document.
1.4.3

The document contents are as follows:

PART A
Chapter 1
Introduction: States the background to the
Scheme, and the purpose of the DAS.
Chapter 2
Context: Sets out the context of the Scheme
in terms of planning policy, local regeneration,
public transport improvements, land use and
urban analysis.
Chapter 3
Consultation, Engagement and Design
Development: Sets out the design process that
has been followed, and the various rounds of
consultation and stakeholder engagement that
have been undertaken, demonstrating how these
have informed the evolution of the design.

Introduction

Chapter 7
Scheme Integration: Looks at the works
Chapter 4
which are located away from the main tunnel &
Vision & Approach: Sets out the overall vision
portals, but which form an important part of the
for the Scheme, and the design approach derived
Scheme, as they help to integrate it into the wider
from this vision that has then underpinned the
urban context. This includes the replacement
design, and how these will deliver local, regional
pedestrian / cycle bridge at Boord Street and
and national benefits. It also sets out the
improvements to cycle facilities in the
relationship between the Design Principles and
local vicinity.
the illustrative design.
Chapter 8
Chapter 5
Sustainability & Environment: This chapter
Landscape & Public Realm Design: Sets out
sets out how the Scheme has been designed
the illustrative design and access features of
to be sustainable in terms of its economic,
the surface elements - the junctions, landscape
environmental and social aspects. It provides
and public realm - and how this responds to the
a more detailed look at the specific biodiversity
Scheme vision and design principles.
measures that are embedded into the design to
help improve environmental performance, and
Chapter 6
the approach to offsetting any loss of habitat. It
Portal & Building Design: Sets out the
also considers how features such as biodiverse
illustrative design and access features of the
roofs could be utilised within the Scheme.
portals and buildings which are required for the
PART B

operation of the tunnel - and how their
design responds to the Scheme vision and
design principles.

Chapter 9
Supplementary Strategies: The final chapter
sets out details of the supplementary strategies
that are being applied across the whole Scheme,
such as the lighting, wayfinding and the approach
to integration of public art.

19
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Fig 1.1

Queueing traffic on the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Southern Approach

1.5 Background to Scheme

• support economic and population growth,

1.5.1 TfL is developing proposals for a new
road tunnel under the River Thames linking
the Greenwich Peninsula and Silvertown. The
Scheme is known as the Silvertown Tunnel.

• integrate with local and strategic land use

1.5.2

in particular in east and southeast London
by providing improved cross-river transport
links;
policies;

The key aims of the Scheme are to:

• minimise any adverse impacts of any
proposals on communities, health, safety and
the environment;

• reduce congestion at the Blackwall Tunnel;
• improve the reliability and resilience of the

• ensure where possible that any proposals

wider road network; and

are acceptable in principle to key
stakeholders, including affected boroughs;
and

• facilitate forecast growth in population and
employment in east London.
1.5.3 The twin bore tunnel would connect to
the A1020 Silvertown Way/Lower Lea Crossing
on the north side and to the A102 Blackwall
Tunnel Approach on the south side. The tunnel
generally follows the alignment of the Emirates
Air Line cable car which provides cross river
pedestrian and cycle connectivity (see Figure
1.3).
1.5.4

The Scheme would:

• improve the resilience of the river crossings
in the highway network in east and southeast
London to cope with planned and unplanned
events and incidents;

• improve the road network performance of the
Blackwall Tunnel and its approach roads;

20

• achieve value for money and, through road
user charging, to manage congestion.
Fig 1.2

Existing industrial landscape at the proposed location of the Silvertown Portal looking north

1.5.5 The tunnel would also create
opportunities for new jobs and regeneration in
the local area through the release of safeguarded
land, help local employers access new markets
and reduce the environmental impact of traffic
congestion.
1.5.6 TfL first secured the safeguarding of land
for a new crossing at this location in 1995. The
safeguarding was then regularly reviewed and
updated, with the last update in 2001 when the
option of constructing either a bridge of tunnel
was under consideration (see Figure 1.4).
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Fig 1.3
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1.6.2 If the application is successful, it is
anticipated that a Secretary of State decision
is expected in Autumn 2017. Following this, a
Project Company would be appointed in Autumn
2018 and it is expected
that construction would
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1.5.8 Once the Scheme is complete, the
rest of the Safeguarding Area not used will be
become available for development.
•

The Silvertown tunnel Safeguarding Area
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1.5.7 The safeguarding of land is an
•
established part of
the planning process. It
Langdon
Park
ensures that the authorities promoting new
infrastructure schemes are able to comment on
and place conditions on developments which
could impact on the planned infrastructure.
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Context
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 This chapter sets out the context in
which the Silvertown Tunnel Scheme is being
developed. This includes the extant planning
policy context, as well as the physical context of
the local area. It also considers the Tunnel in
relation to the regeneration of the adjacent areas.
2.1.2 The Scheme has been assessed against
the policy context related to design and access
aspects. This is summarised in the following
sections under the relevant national, regional
(London) and local planning policy.
2.1.3 A detailed overview of the planing policy
context can be found in the Case for the Scheme
report (Document Number: 7.1) and Planning
Policy Compliance Statement (Document
Number: 7.2)

2.2 National Planning Policy
The relevant national planning policies are:
2.2.1 National Policy Statement for National
Networks (NN NPS) (December 2014) National
Policy Statements (NPS) set out the need and
government policies for nationally significant
infrastructure rail and road projects for England.
The National Networks NPS was designated on
14th January 2015 and is the principal planning
document against which Nationally Significant
Infrastructure Projects on the road and rail
networks are assessed. This is the main policy
document that the SIlvertown Tunnel will be
assessed against. The most relevant policies are
listed in Appendix AA.
2.2.2 National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) The National Planning Policy Framework
was published on 27 March 2012 and sets out
the Government’s planning policies for England
and how these are expected to be applied to
projects and plans.

Do not rem

ove this if

sending to

2.3 Regional (London) Planning
Policy
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2.3.1 London Plan (2015)
The London Plan is the overall strategic plan
for London, and it sets out a fully integrated
economic, environmental, transport and social
framework for the development of the Capital to
2036. It forms part of the Development Plan for
Greater London. London boroughs’ local plans
need to be in general conformity with the London
Plan, and its policies guide decisions on planning
applications by councils and the Mayor.
2.3.2 Mayor’s Transport Strategy (2010)
The Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS) sets out
his transport vision for London and details how
Transport for London and partners will deliver the
plan over the next 20 years. It is a key part of the
strategic policy framework to support and shape
London’s social and economic development.
2.3.3 TfL Streetscape Toolkit
TfL produces a series of guidance documents
under their Streetscape Toolkit, these comprise:

•
•
•
•
•
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Streetscape Guidance
London Cycling Design Standards (LCDS)
Urban motorcycle design handbook
Accessible Bus Stop Design Guidance
Kerbside Loading Guidance

02

Sub-Regional
2.3.4 East London Sub-regional Transport
Plan (2010) and updates
The Sub-regional transport plan outlines what
investment has taken place and what is required
in East London over the coming years to keep
London moving in that particular area.
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2.4 Local Planning Policy
The relevant local planning policies are:

May 2010

Mayor’s Tra
nsport Strat
egy

CITY
IN
THE
EAST

2.4.4 The City in the East framework
(October 2015)
This document was published by the Mayor and
seeks to bring together designated Opportunity
Areas in East London, it sets estimated growth
over the next 20 years at 203,500 homes and
283,300 jobs. It increases development capacity
across the already designated Opportunity
Areas at Barking Riverside, Silvertown Quays,
Greenwich Peninsula, the Olympic Park and
Meridian Water and the Boroughs designated
Housing Zones. Silvertown tunnel is shown as
a strategic link on the City in the East – Places
map.
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2.4.1 Royal Greenwich Local Plan: Core
Strategy with Detailed Policies (2014)
The Core Strategy sets out the strategic
objectives for Royal Greenwich as well as the
more detailed development management policies
and the implementation framework required to
deliver the strategies.

Strateg

T

Adopted

Version

January

2.4.5 Royal Docks Vision (July 2010)
London Borough of Newham, with the GLA,
produced a vision for the Royal Docks in 2010
and followed this up with a Parameters for
Development report in 2011. This establishes a
vision for the future of the Royal Docks, including
the area around the Silvertown Portal.

2.4.2 Newham 2027 Newham’s Local Plan –
The Core Strategy (Adopted 2012)
Newham’s Core Strategy 2027 is the main
document which forms the Newham
Local Plan and sets out numerous policies
in relation to jobs, homes, infrastructure and
development sites.

2012

2.4.3 Newham Saved Unitary Development
Plan policies (February 2012)
The saved policies from the Unitary Development
Plan are valid until the Detailed Sites and
Policies DPD is adopted, which is currently being
prepared.

Context
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2.4.6 Greenwich Peninsula West
Masterplan Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) (April 2012)
This document establishes the vision of the
Royal Borough of Greenwich for the western
side of the Peninsula, including the area
immediately to the south of the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel portal.

2.5 Design Council (CABE) Guidance
2.5.1 In 2012 the Design Council (CABE)
published a guidance document called
“A design-led approach to infrastructure”.
2.5.2 The National Policy Statement makes it
clear NSIPs must make design an integral part
of their planning process and demonstrate that
good design and the concerns of communities
and stakeholders have been taken on board.
2.5.3 This guidance for the design of
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects
(NSIPs) is based on ten design principles to help
NSIP applicants create successful proposals
meeting the criteria for good design set out in the
National Policy Statement.
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2.6 Regeneration Context
2.6.1 Each end of the proposed Silvertown
Tunnel is an area that is undergoing significant
urban change. Many former industrial sites are
being redeveloped for residential or residentialled mixed use schemes, and the character of
the area in both Greenwich and Silvertown is
changing. This section looks at some of the key
development projects - underway and proposed
- on either side of the River Thames, and
considers how they should influence the design
of the Silvertown Tunnel.

Table 2.1 Regeneration schemes around the Silvertown Portal

Map ID Scheme Name

1

2

3

London City Island

Halesville Quarter

Silvertown Way

Scheme Status

Under Construction

Under Construction

Pre-Planning

Details of Scheme
Mixed Use - 1,700 homes,
commercial, retail and cultural
inc. new base for English
National Ballet

Impact on Silvertown Tunnel

Mixed Use - 1,100 homes &
323,000sqm of leisure, retail
and community space

The scheme is likely to generate additional pedestrian and cyclist movement around the Tidal
Basin roundabout area as people move between the scheme and the Royal Docks, and combined
with other schemes, will generally increase the density of people in the area to the north of the
Silvertown Tunnel portal.

c. 1000 residential units
and 8000sqm of ancillary
commercial / retail floorspace

As with other schemes, the direct impact on the Silvertown portal is likely to be limited, although the
increased background levels of pedestrian and cycle movement are likley to increase demand for
surface level connections in the wider area. There is also likely to be increased demand for public

Northern Portal - Silvertown
2.6.2 The area around the northern portal of
the tunnel is going through significant change as
there is increased focus from the GLA, London
Borough of Newham and London Borough of
Tower Hamlets on the Regeneration of the Lower
Lea Valley and Royal Docks.
2.6.3 Figure 2.1 on the adjacent page shows
a number of the main projects in the vicinity.
Table 2.1 (adjacent) provides an overview of the
scheme and details of its impact on the local
context of the Silvertown Tunnel.
2.6.4 The most significant impact on the
Silvertown Tunnel, would be if the area known as
(8) Thames Wharf was redeveloped. This site is
partly owned by the GLA and has the potential
for a significant residential-led mixed use scheme
which could also include a new DLR station. As
a result there could be significant changes in the
desire lines, walking and cycling routes within
the vicinity of the tunnel. This is not currently
supported by policy, so any impact is likely to be
long term, rather than immediate.

26

The peninsula nature of the site means that while it is close to the tunnel portal site, it is actually
isolated from it by the Bow Creek (River Lea). The interaction between future occupiers of London
City Island and the immediate vicinity of the tunnel portal is likely to be relatively limited, although
those heading into the Royal Docks may pass the northern fringes.

transport services as a result of this and other developments in the area.
4

Caxton Works

Under Construction

5

Hoola Towers

Under Construction

6

The Pumphouse

Under construction

7

8

Royal Victoria Dock

Thames Wharf

Pre-Planning

Pre-Planning

336 residential units and
supporting commercial uses

The scheme is likely to generate local pedestrian and cyclist traffic which in turn could pass through
the area of the Silvertown Portal.

360 residential units in two 23 & The scheme is likely to generate new pedestrian and cycle desire lines around the portal area,
24 storey towers
partly due to it’s primary access being from the elevated Tidal Basin Road. This could increase the
use of the steps from the elevated road down to the roundabout, and onward to the strategic cycle
and walking routes that run along to the Royal Docks.
161 residential units above
The redevelopment will increase the number of pedestrian and cycle journeys in the area, and
commercial podium (23 storey many of these additional journeys are likely to make use of enhanced infrastructure around the
tower)
Tidal Basin Roundabout.
‘Floating Village’ of c.50
residential units plus ancillary
commercial / retail / leisure
Mixed Use scheme 17.7ha
likely to realise c.5,500
residential units & c.15,000 sqm
commercial

As with other schemes, this is likely to generate additional movement in and around the portal,
however the direct impact is likely to be more limited.
The scheme is still at an early stage, but it is anticipated that a scheme could be developed around
the new tunnel portal and access roads, realigning Dock Road to serve a new development area
by running to the south of the DLR line and providing a number of new public transport links,
including a potential new DLR station between Canning Town and West Silvertown, and potential
new riverboat pier as set out in the Royal Docks OAPF. These two significant public transport
facilities would be likely to have a major impact on local movement patterns and networks, and
could mean that people from a wider area are likely to pass through the area of the Silvertown
portal. This in turn would mean that new routes for pedestrians and cyclists could be required, and
there would also be additional capacity in the transport networks to support potential additional
development on surplus land in the vicinity of the portal. Note: Please note that this development is
not supported by current local planning policy. The blocks shown in Fig 2.1 are indicative only.
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Table 2.2 Regeneration schemes around the Greenwich Portal

Southern Portal - Greenwich Peninsula
2.6.5 The area around the southern portal of
the tunnel is going through similar change to the
north, but rather than comprising a number of
separate schemes in multiple ownerships, the
southern side is dominated by a few
major projects.
2.6.6 Figure 2.2 on the adjacent page shows
a number of the main projects in the vicinity.
Table 2.2 (adjacent) provides an overview of the
scheme and details of its impact on the local
context of the Silvertown Tunnel.

Map ID Scheme Name

1

2

Greenwich Peninsula
Masterplan (2004)

Greenwich Peninsula
Masterplan (2015)

Scheme Status

Details of Scheme

Impact on Silvertown Tunnel

Part completed
Part under construction
Part superseded
(see below)

Mixed Use - homes,
commercial, retail and
community

While development on the peninsula has been slow in the past 15 years, a number of individual
buildings have been realised, including the Ravensbourne College of Art, Pier Walk commercial
office scheme, and a number of residential blocks. The new hotel and banqueting facilities are also
currently under construction. These will all increase pedestrian and cycle traffic on the Peninsula,
and stimulate the demand for, in particular, access to the Emirates Air Line which provides access
between the north and south for pedestrians and cyclists.

Consented
September 2015

Mixed Use - up to 12,678
homes, plus leisure, retail,
commercial and community
spaces.

2.6.7 It should be noted that in September
2015 the revised masterplan for the Greenwich
Peninsula was consented by Royal Borough
of Greenwich, which will alter the quantum and
type of development being brought forward when
compared to the 2004 masterplan which has
guided development to date.
3

Peninsula West SPD

Adopted SPD

N/A

In 2015 Knight Dragon submitted a new outline planning application which includes a significant
quantum of development and a number of new facilities including a film and media studios,
healthcare facilities and a new transport hub. While a long-term plan, the scheme if realised will
significantly increase the intensity of use on site, and will generate significant volumes of movement
of all modes, including pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
In 2012 the Royal Borough of Greenwich adopted this supplementary planning document, which
recognises that this part of the peninsula has been relatively under-developed, and has been held
back from the regeneration seen elsewhere in the area due to its ongoing industrial use, and also
the severance that it faces from the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Southern Approach. There are also
Health and Safety Executive (HSE) safety zones around the gasholder and Brenntag which create
further planning constraints.
The SPD sets out six core objectives for the site:
(1) To transform the contribution of the area to the Royal Borough and the sub-region by focusing
development and regeneration around a new multi-purpose sports/ entertainment/ education
facility that links with, and complements the offer at The
O2.
(2) To provide employment and education opportunities of excellence.
(3) To realise the unique design and other opportunities offered by this Thames
side location.
(4) To improve transport and pedestrian links in to, out of, and through the area.
(5) To provide a major Thames Side mixed use development with seamless links to historic
Greenwich and the masterplanned zone of Greenwich Peninsula adjacent to The O2
(6) To provide development of the highest design and sustainable quality.

4

28

Morden Wharf

Pre-Planning

N/A

The developer U+I has appointed a team to develop a masterplan for the Morden Wharf site, but no
details are available at present. It is anticipated that it will be mixed use, and is likely to generate
movement between North Greenwich Interchange / Emirates Air Line and the site, which will need
to use the proposed new pedestrian and cycle bridge at Boord Street.
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2.7

Urban Analysis : History

Silvertown Portal
2.7.1 In 1852 Samuel Winkworth Silver and
Co, after whom the area was named, moved
across the River Thames from Greenwich
and established a rubber works, originally to
make waterproof clothing. This subsequently
developed into the works of the India Rubber,
Gutta Percha and Telegraph Cable Company,
which constructed and laid many submarine
cables. By the 1860s a number of manure and
chemical works and petroleum storage depots
had been set up.
2.7.2 Sugar refiners in the area were joined
by Henry Tate in 1877 and Abram Lyle in 1881,
whose companies merged in 1921 to form Tate &
Lyle - their refinery is still a major presence in the
area today.
2.7.3 Industry thrived, partly as a result of the
area’s proximity to the Docks, and also because
the Metropolitan Building Act of 1844 made it
illegal to carry out ‘harmful trades’ inside the
boundaries of London. But Silvertown was just
outside this boundary, and its plentiful supply of
labour and easy access to ports made it too good
a location to overlook for many industries.

30

Figure 2.3 1872 Map of Northern Portal area

2.7.4 A map from 1908 (Figure 2.4) shows a
Cricket Ground at almost the exact location of the
proposed tunnel portal.
2.7.5 With the decline of the docks, the area
also went into decline, and has since been part
of the regeneration of Docklands which has been
ongoing since the 1980s when the LDDC was
set up to oversee the transformation of the area.
While many sites in the vicinity of the tunnel are
currently used for concrete batching and waste
recycling, forthcoming proposals may see this
change significantly in coming years to a more
residential-led mixed use community and higher
quality environment.
2.7.6 There are a number of listed buildings
in the area, and these are shown on Figure
2.8. With the exception of The Pilot Inn, all are
examples of industrial architecture, reflecting the
area’s past uses and townscape.

Figure 2.4 1908 Map of Northern Portal Area

02

Greenwich Portal
2.7.7 For most of its history the Greenwich
Figure 2.5 c.1908 view of Tunnel Avenue looking north with the gasholder, and the building now occupied by the
Peninsula existed as wetlands and tidal marshes.
Studio 338 Nightclub as part of a terrace in front, along tree lined road that accessed original Blackwall Tunnel.
In the 16th Century Dutch engineers drained the
Peninsula to improve the land as pasture
for livestock.

Context

Figure 2.7 1946 map of Southern Portal area. What is now the A102 Blackwall Tunnel Southern
Approach is highlighted in red.

2.7.8 It remained this way until the 19th century
which saw the transformation of Greenwich
Peninsula, as the Victorians exploited the land for
heavy industry. Works included manufacture of:
ordnance for heavy guns; chemicals; submarine
cables; iron boats; iron and steel stock; oil
processing, shipbuilding, boiler making, Portland
cement; linoleum; bronze manufacturing;
asbestos; and animal feed.
2.7.9 From 1884, for the next century the
Peninsula was dominated by Europe’s largest
Figure 2.6 Original Blackwall Tunnel Gatehouse
gasworks which produced town gas from coal.
The works also produced coke, tar and chemicals
as important secondary products. The site had
its own extensive railway system connected to
the main railway line near Charlton, and a large
jetty used to unload coal and load coke. There
were two large gas holders (see Figure 2.5). The
larger holder, originally the largest in the world,
was reduced in size when it was damaged by the
‘Silvertown Explosion’ in 1917.
2.7.10 The original Blackwall Tunnel opened in
1897, and the Gatehouse for this is still a feature
in the local landscape (see Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.8 Existing and under construction primary ground floor land uses
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2.8.2 Despite this dominance of infrastructure
and industry, the area around the portal is
an area that is likely to undergo significant
regeneration subject
Poplar to planning. The Royal
Docks saw some of the earliest Docklands
regeneration with the construction of City
Airport and ExCeL, but in the last 15-20 years
development has typically been focused on the
Isle of Dogs and Canary Wharf further west.



ira

Silvertown Portal - Today
2.8.1 The existing urban area around the
northern portal of the tunnel is industrial land,
some of which is now disused, but much of which
is still actively used on a daily basis (see Figure
2.8). Uses include concrete batching and waste
sorting & recycling. The area is also divided by
extensive linear transport infrastructure - roads
and railway lines (including 2 branches of the
DLR) cross through the area, and as some
are elevated (including Langdon
Silvertown Way and
Park
Lower Lea Crossing), they pose a challenge to
movement and integration in the area. The new
tunnel could add to this complexity, but through
careful design from the outset TfL has sought
to make its development a catalyst to add
value for regeneration. It will support improved
connectivity, improved permeability
and help
All Saints
pedestrians and cyclists to move around in
the area.
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2.8 Urban Analysis :
Land Use & Levels
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Figure 2.9 Committed and potential future primary ground floor land uses
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2.8.4 There are currently a number of major
schemes either under construction or consented
and pending development, and the last remaining
sites could come forward for regeneration in the
coming years. There is passive provision for a
new DLR station at Thames Wharf which would,
in particular, stimulate the redevelopment
 All Saints of
the adjacent land, much of which is within the
safeguarding area for the Silvertown Tunnel.
However it requires 3rd party funding to proceed
(e.g. from Section 106 agreements).

movement across the safeguarded area.
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2.8.5 These developments could generate
Poplar for surface movement,
different requirements
with more people in the area moving between
the homes, jobs, transport nodes and leisure
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Silvertown Portal - Future
2.8.3 In the coming years it is likely that the
regeneration around the Silvertown Portal will
become even more pronounced with many of
the last remaining industrial areas becoming
residential-led mixed use communities. Since
2012 the area has been seeing significant
change, with the construction of the Emirates
Airline Cable Car and the opening of the
Siemens Crystal, both of which have brought
new attractions and movement generators to the
area.
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Figure 2.10 Existing and under construction primary ground floor land uses

Greenwich Portal - Today
2.8.6 The area of the Greenwich Portal is less
fragmented than in Silvertown. However, the land
uses are perhaps more eclectic. Areas of open
storage and depots as well as gas storage and a
nightclub are to be found on the east side of the
A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach.
2.8.7
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xx

The land on the western side of the A102

Blackwall Tunnel Approach by the River Thames
is more like the character around the northern
portal, with larger scale industrial and wharf
facilities, although some of these are likely to
be changing in future through regeneration (see
Section 2.6).
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Educational
Surface Car Parking
Underground Station
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2.8.8 The land that is proposed to be used for
the portal and associated buildings is all located
on the eastern side of the A102, and is currently
occupied by a depot and an inaccessible area of
green scrub land.

Riverboat Pier
Emirates Air Line Station

RIVER THAMES

2.8.9 The remainder of the Peninsula is a
combination of residential areas, the key leisure
venues at the O2 Arena and it’s immediate
environs, and also the substantial areas of
surface car parking associated with the venue.
There are also two notable open spaces - Central
Park and Greenwich Ecology Park.

N
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Greenwich Portal - Future

Figure 2.11 Committed and potential future primary ground floor land uses

2.8.10 In September 2015 a new masterplan for
the Greenwich Peninsula was approved by Royal
Borough of Greenwich. This new outline consent
makes a number of changes to the previous
2004 masterplan, including:

Key
Safeguarding Area
Committed Development

• increase in the number of residential units
•
•
•
•

xx

from 10,000 to 12,678;
new Film Studios / Production Facility;
additional Riverboat Pier;
realignment of key roads – including Edmund
Halley Way – to allow clear views to the
River in either direction; and
reconstruction of the North Greenwich
Transport Interchange.

North Greenwich
Interchange

Commercial
Industrial
Residential
Leisure & Retail
Educational
Underground Station
Bus Stops
Riverboat Pier

2.8.11 There is also an SPD masterplan in
place for the area around the gasholder which
has been produced by Royal Borough of
Greenwich and was adopted in April 2012. This
envisages the area across Millenium Way to the
Peninsula Masterplan as a new urban quarter
that extends and interacts with the adjacent
entertainment uses on the peninsula, as well as
providing additional floor space for educational
and industrial uses alongside some residential
units. A key ambition of the SPD Masterplan is to
improve connections across the Peninsula.
2.8.12 Within the SPD area, developer U+I is
currently preparing a masterplan for a residentialled mixed use development at Morden Wharf,
a 7.6ha waterfront site. This will be brought
forward in line with the principles set out in the
SPD masterplan, but details are not available at
present.
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Site Markers & Levels - Silvertown
2.8.13 The site for the Silvertown portal
is residual in nature, caught in an industrial
hinterland and contained between two major
elements of converging infrastructure: the
Silvertown Flyover and the Docklands Light
Railway viaduct.
2.8.14 With little existing permeability through
the site from the Royal Victoria Docks to the east
or from the River Thames to the west, the site
presents major challenges in asserting a sense
of place.
2.8.15 The Silvertown Tunnel’s approach road
and tunnel entrance will further dissect this site
and therefore all aspects of the proposal will
need to give careful thought to how it can directly
or indirectly assist in creating future permeability
and connections.
2.8.16 The Silvertown Flyover sits at a level
approximately 7metres above the portal site and
the DLR viaduct sits at a level approximately 6
metres above the tunnel portal, partly seated
on an embankment and partly supported on
columns. The route of the viaduct veers towards
the flyover as it heads south east and this results
in the seeming enclosure of the site.
2.8.17 What characterises the site is the
presence of some key markers beyond the
containment of the flyover and viaduct. The
Emirates Air Line masts loom above to the south,
the Siemens Crystal exhibition centre sits to the
east, for example.
36

Figure 2.12

Site markers and level issues around the Silvertown Portal

Hoola Development

The Crystal

Silvertown Way Flyover

DLR Viaduct

Emirates Air Line

02

2.8.18 The tunnel entrance and portal buildings
on the Greenwich peninsula, will be sited
between the Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road
(A102), which handles high volumes of traffic
around the clock and Millennium Way, a north
south aligned boulevard that is a major artery
connecting the entire length of the peninsula.
2.8.19 There is little built form around the
site at this time, though this will change rapidly
as the consented 2015 Peninsula masterplan
development east of Millennium Way is steadily
implemented.

Figure 2.13

Context

Site markers and level issues around the Greenwich Peninsula Portal

The O2

2.8.20 The site and its immediate context, sits
on generally level land with only a slight dip in
level by approximately 1.5m to the west towards
the A102. The most dominant local marker is the
gasholder which sits 150m to the south-east of
the proposed tunnel entrance.
2.8.21 Other markers include the existing
Victorian Blackwall Tunnel Gatehouse 110m to
the south, and the more distant O2 Centre and
Emirates Air Line to the north.

Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road

Blackwall Tunnel Gate House

2.8.22 By the time the consented 2015
masterplan is fully realised however, there will
be development of significant height along the
length of Millennium Way.

Gasholder
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2.9 Urban Analysis : Townscape &
Landscape

Figure 2.12 Silvertown (Northern) portal - current urban context as viewed from the Emirates Air Line and the Siemens Crystal

Silvertown Portal
2.9.1 There is limited townscape of any merit
in the immediate vicinity of the northern portal
at the moment, with the majority of existing
buildings being industrial structures of relatively
modern construction, which are very functional
in their form and appearance. However there
are some heritage assets, such as the dockside
cranes, and also some quality contemporary
buildings such as the Siemens Crystal and Tidal
Basin Pumping Station (see Figures 2.12 - 2.13).
2.9.2 There are a number of developments
coming forward which will be tall buildings,
including the now under construction Hoola
scheme which is around 24 storeys, and
Pumphouse Tower which is 23 storeys. There
is also a very distinctive multi-level infrastructure
network in the area at the moment, with the
elevated DLR running to the south of Dock Road,
along with the A1011 Silvertown Way flyover,
which is then connected back to Tidal Basin Way.
Much of the architecture takes its cues from the
industrial nature of the docklands. The most
recent architecture is highly modernist with large
amounts of steel and glass.
2.9.3 Vegetation in the vicinity is limited to
some areas of scrub vegetation, in particular
on the embankments and land adjacent to
the DLR, and some limited trees and shrubs
38

along the south side of Dock Road, which is
mostly screening the adjacent land from the
public highway.
2.9.4 There is a larger area of vegetation close
to the south west of Tidal Basin Roundabout, and
also some areas of planting on the roundabout
itself. However, the majority of the roundabout
is covered with gravel rather than any form of
vegetation, which in turns makes for a more
industrial character to the overall area. The
gravel provides limited ecological value due
to the isolated nature but could support some
wildflower growth.

Figure 2.13 Tidal Basin Pumping Station, Emirates Airline Royal Docks Station and the preserved dockside cranes

02

Greenwich Portal
2.9.5 As with the north, there is a lack of
coherent townscape to speak of in the immediate
area of the portal. The only non-industrial
building is the Studio 338 nightclub building,
which is an unremarkable white rendered
building of 2-3 storeys (see Figure 2.14). The
only building of note is the Blackwall Tunnel
Gatehouse (see Figure 2.15), which is Grade
II listed. This straddles the carriageway on the
approach to the original Blackwall Tunnel, where
the queueing traffic has an impact on the quality
of the townscape.
2.9.6 The original Blackwall Tunnel Approach
(seen in the earlier section and figure 2.5) was
a very urban street, with a boulevard style
design, and buildings fronting onto the tree-lined
road. The image sets a precedent for the type of
environment that the Silvertown Tunnel should
be seeking to create - an environment that is not
dominated by infrastructure.

Context

Figure 2.14 Studio 338 Nightclub (from Boord Street Footbridge) with original Gasholder behind; The O2 Arena

Figure 2.15 The Blackwall Tunnel Gatehouse and Peninsula Square

2.9.7 East of the A102, the townscape
is evolving into a modernist landscape with
distinctive landmark buildings clustered around
the O2 Arena and Millennium Square
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2.10 Urban Analysis : General
Movement
Silvertown Portal
2.10.1 The key to success for any movement
network is connectivity and continuity, and at the
moment while there is some segregated off-road
cycle provision on the Lower Lea Crossing, there
are sections where it is not joined up, such as
along Dock Road, which make it less attractive
for potential users. There is also no dedicated
provision south of Tidal Basin Roundabout
for cyclists wanting to go to Royal Victoria
DLR Station or the Royal Docks, including the
Emirates Air Line (EAL) which is the primary
means of crossing the River Thames for cyclists
and pedestrians in this area.
2.10.2 The No. 474 bus uses the Silvertown
Way flyover, with a bus stop directly above the
Tidal Basin Roundabout. A staircase at the north
west corner of the roundabout provides access
to this bus stop, which is advertised as the bus
to use if you are visiting the Thames Barrier Park
and arriving by cable car. Therefore, improving
access to the bus stop is something the Scheme
will aim to achieve in order to improve local
connectivity within the Thames Riverside and
Royal Docks area.
2.10.3 Bus provision around the portal area
is limited, with a single route running along
Silvertown Way. There are a number of other
40

routes further to the north on the other side of
the DLR line (Beckton Branch) to serve the local
residential areas. Canning Town Interchange is a
significant local hub for buses.
Greenwich Portal
2.10.4 The movement in this area is more
limited due to the nature of the highways which
are strategic and generally exclude pedestrians
and cyclists. However, an important link is the
connection at Boord Street, as this provides
opportunities for pedestrians and cyclists to
cross the multiple lanes of the A102 Blackwall
Tunnel Approach. The A102 is a currently
physical barrier to development to the west

and the footbridge on Boord Street is of poor
quality. Widening of the A102 Blackwall Tunnel
Approach to incorporate the Silvertown Tunnel
slip roads would require the demolition of the
existing footbridge, which does not meet
modern standards, and its replacement with a
modern pedestrian and cycle bridge.
2.10.5 Bus routes around the Greenwich
portal generally serve the Peninsula and run to
and from the North Greenwich Bus Station and
Interchange, and include the no. 108 running
between Lewisham and Stratford bus station,
through the Blackwall Tunnel. The regular
congestion and closures at the Blackwall Tunnel
makes this route subject to frequent delays.

Figure 2.17 Existing fragmented cycle infrastructure on Tidal Basin Roundabout

Credit: Google Streetview

Figure 2.16 Limited Cycle provision on Dock Road, creating a gap in the network

Figure 2.18 The area is heavily used by HGVs and industrial traffic

02

Context

Figure 2.19 Public transport movement - Silvertown
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Figure 2.21 Pedestrian and cycle movement today - Silvertown
xx

2.11 Urban Analysis : Pedestrian &
Cycle Connectivity
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Silvertown Portal - Today
2.11.1 The study area contains part of the
National Cycle Network Route 13, which runs
over Lower Lea Crossing and along Dock Road.
At a local scale, this route also provides an
important cycle connection from Silvertown to
the Lower Lea Crossing and onwards towards
Cycle Superhighway CS3 and the City of London
& Canary Wharf. However, for the majority of
the route it is on carriageway, in an area with
numerous HGVs which discourages many
potential users.
2.11.2 Other sections of segregated or oncarriageway marked cycle lane exist, but these
are generally fragmented and currently fail to
offer a joined up route option for local cyclists.
Additionally there are a number of shared or
on-street cycle routes that provide connectivity
around the Royal Docks and to key attractions
within the Docks, such as the Siemens Crystal
and ExCeL.

02

2.11.3 Pedestrian connections are mostly
focused on the routes that link the transport stops
/ stations with the key residential or employment
areas. As there is no residential land in the
immediate Safeguarded area at present, the
demand from pedestrians is limited to the few
people that walk to the employment sites from
public transport. This is mostly the bus stops
on A1011 Silvertown Way and the DLR at Royal
Victoria, with some connecting to the Emirates
Air Line station.
Silvertown Portal - Future
2.11.4 In the future, there could potentially
be considerable additional development in the
vicinity. This would mean that there would be xx
demand from new residents to the south of the
proposed Tunnel Portal to access the transport
stops on the north side - such as the Crossrail
Station at Custom House - and also for
cyclists looking to head west into the City or
east to explore the Royal Docks and
destinations beyond.
2.11.5 The potential for new routes through the
development would also be explored through
the masterplanning process, with a desire
from LB Newham and TfL to see a more joined
up approach to cycling in the area, with off
carriageway segregated or shared pedestrian /
cycle routes used as much as possible.

Context

Figure 2.22 Future pedestrian and cycle movement - Silvertown
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Pedestrian and cycle movement today - Greenwich
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Greenwich Peninsula Portal - Today
2.11.6 The key pedestrian routes are between
the three transport nodes - North Greenwich Bus
& Underground Station, the Emirates Air Line and
the O2 Thames Clipper Pier - and the existing
and under construction residential buildings.
There is also a short and high volume route
between the stations and The 02 itself.
2.11.7 The Thames Path which runs around the
perimeter of the peninsula is another key walking
and cycling route, forming part of the National
Cycling Network Route 1 from Dover to the
Shetland Islands.
2.11.8 The Boord Street footbridge is part
of the main east - west connection across the
peninsula, and provides the only means of
pedestrian access between the two halves
which are otherwise severed by the busy A102
Blackwall Tunnel Approach, which itself does not
accommodate walking or cycling.
2.11.9 However, the bridge is not aligned to
the street grid, so it is not possible to see from
Millennium Way, and the access ramps are
narrow and relatively steep making access
difficult for some people.
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Greenwich Peninsula Portal - Future
2.11.10 The Boord St bridge needs to be
replaced to facilitate the Scheme. However, in
future the quantum of residential floorspace on
the peninsula will increase significantly, as will
commercial and retail floorspace, which will
mean more people moving to, from and around
the area.
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2.11.11 Of greatest significance to movement
routes will be the new development on the
western side of the peninsula, such as Morden
Wharf, which at present will still have to rely on
the bridge at Boord Street to connect across
to the eastern half of the peninsula. This will
increase demand for a crossing facility, and
therefore TFL are proposing to enhance the
bridge as part of its replacement .
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2.11.12 An additional route around the peninsula
will also be created within the masterplan
development, effectively operating to mirror the
waterside path, and help to relieve some of the
pressure on that facility.
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2.12 Summary of Local Opportunities

Figure 2.25

Key Opportunities - Silvertown Portal
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2.12.1 The area around the portal is in a state
of flux, with significant new buildings such as
Hoola and The Pumphouse currently under
construction, which will change the character
of the area and also, significantly, increase the
number of people living in and moving around
the area.
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2.12.2 This, coupled with the construction of
the Tunnel, brings an opportunity to enhance
••
existing pedestrian and cycle links in the area,
in particular by filling in some of the gaps in the
network of off-road segregated cycle paths that
currently pass through the area.
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2.12.4 There are also opportunities to improve
access to some of the leisure facilities and
spaces - such as Royal Victoria Dock itself which people may want to access in there spare
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2.12.3 It is also a chance to upgrade existing
pedestrian paths, which are set to become more
intensively used as the number of local residents
grow, and their demand on these routes to
access public transport such as the DLR and
Emirates Air Line increases.

2.12.5 The Scheme’s response to these
opportunities can be found in Chapters 5 & 7.
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Figure 2.26

Greenwich Peninsula Portal

Key Opportunities - Greenwich Peninsula Portal

2.12.6 The opportunities around the Greenwich
Peninsula Portal are more limited. Level
changes and limitations on access to the tunnel
for pedestrians and cyclists mean that the focus
of opportunities lies away from the portal itself.
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2.12.7 The primary area of opportunity is
therefore around the Boord Street Pedestrian
and Cycle Bridge, which needs to be replaced
as part of the Scheme, and this provides a major
opportunity to improve access for non-motorised
users, particularly as the A102 Tunnel Approach
Road which it spans is a major barrier and cause
of severance on the Peninsula.
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2.12.8 However, there are some other
opportunities closer to the portal. In particular
there is an opportunity to help improve the
townscape along Millennium Way, through the
creation of a building and public realm which is in
keeping with the 2015 Masterplan proposals for
this key route.
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2.12.9 The Scheme’s response to these
opportunities can be found in Chapters 5 & 7.
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pedestrian and cyclist links between North Greenwich Interchange and future riverside regeneration.
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Consultation, Engagement
& Design Development
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 This section of the DAS sets out how
the design process was conducted and how the
proposed design evolved, in compliance with
paragraph 4.35 of the NN NPS, in particular
showing how feedback from consultation and
stakeholder meetings has shaped the scheme.
3.1.2 It is an established planning principle
that good design is a fundamental component
of sustainable development. The NN NPS,
which is the guiding document for NSIP highway
schemes, states that design must be an integral
consideration from the outset of a proposal.
3.1.3 The Mayors Transport Strategy and the
London Plan already commits the GLA and TfL
to the highest qualities of design in schemes
that TfL deliver and the Silvertown Tunnel is no
different.
3.1.4 Visual appearance has been a key factor
in considering the design of the Scheme, as well
as functionality, fitness for purpose, sustainability
and cost. Applying “good design” principles to
this Scheme has resulted in an Illustrative Design
that would be sensitive to place, efficient in its
use of natural resources and energy used in its
construction, and matched by an appearance
that demonstrates good aesthetics.
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3.1.5 Consultation included both workshops
and meetings with stakeholders (including
Landowners and the Boroughs), the three nonstatutory public consultations which were held
between February 2012 and December 2014,
and the statutory consultation held in Autumn
2015.
3.1.6 This section of the DAS also records
the key design development work that
has been undertaken as the project has
progressed, particularly in relation to the junction
arrangements, portals and buildings, and the
Boord Street Bridge which has resulted in a
Scheme that meets the NN NPS criteria on good
design.

3.2 Public Consultation
3.2.1 This section provides an overview of the
public consultations that have been undertaken
in relation to the Scheme. More detailed
information can be found in the Consultation
Report (Document Number: 5.1).
3.2.2 Design of the above ground elements
of the scheme has been a common theme in
the public consultations. For example, 1917
responses - 47% of all responses - to the Winter
2014 consultation made some form of comment
on the design of the new junctions to the north
and south.

Consultation A : Spring 2012
3.2.3 The first consultation which proposed a
Tunnel at Silvertown was held from 6 February
- 5 March 2012. The consultation focussed
mainly on options for (see Figure 3.1):

• A new vehicle ferry at Gallions Reach; and
• A new highway tunnel at Silvertown Tunnel.
3.2.4 Almost 3,900 responses were received
from across London and beyond, although the
response rate was higher in areas more likely to
be affected by the proposals and issues covered
by the consultation.

3.2.5 Support for the Silvertown Tunnel was
strong, with over 80% of online respondents
supporting or strongly supporting the scheme
while 12% opposed the Scheme.
3.2.6 A detailed analysis of the views of
key stakeholders indicated there was strong
support for a new tunnel at Silvertown from
many Boroughs and key business stakeholders.
A number of stakeholders suggested that the
use of user charging to manage demand for the
crossings and provide a source of funding should
be considered and addressed in
future consultations.

Figure 3.1 Map from the Spring 2012 Consultation showing potential new crossings
at Silvertown and Gallions Reach
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Consultation B : Winter 2012
3.2.7 This second public consultation was
held between October 2012 and February 2013
(see Figure 3.2) and covered a number of topics
related to the feedback received in the FebMarch 2012 consultation. This consultation
focussed on:

• setting out initial design principles; and
• tunnel access - diagrams were produced
which showed how the Silvertown Tunnel
would connect to the existing road network.
3.2.8 Feedback included comments on
design aspects - for example asking for more
information on the design of the road such
as layout of lanes, and also how pedestrian
and cyclist needs would be met. This latter
concern was further reinforced by a number of
respondents who specifically requested that
cyclists and/or pedestrians be accommodated
within the tunnel.
3.2.9 This has been explored further, and a
decision taken on practical, safety, security and
amenity grounds to focus on improving access
to the Emirates Airline to promote this as the
appropriate facility for non-motorised users to
cross the River Thames at this location.
More information on this is provided later in
this chapter.

Figure 3.2 Cover page of the New East London River Crossings consultation document Oct 2012 - Feb 2013
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3.2.10 Another common theme was the need
for better access for cross-river public transport,
in particular buses. This concern has been
accommodated within the latest proposals for
the tunnel, with a dedicated public transport lane
provided in each direction, and enhanced surface
access for buses on the south side in particular.

existing road network on both the north and
south side. A suite of technical reports and
documents were made available for people
to review.

Consultation C : Winter 2014
3.2.11 A road show and workshop series were
held between October and December 2014.
Items discussed at these events included:

arrangement and number of traffic lanes, and the
provision for cyclists.

•

•

•

•

Reasons for the Silvertown Tunnel, and how
it fitted as part of a package of new river
crossing in east London.
The opportunities for enhancements to
public transport as well as pedestrian and
cycling connections, linked to the proposed
Silvertown Tunnel.
Likely impacts on traffic in the wider local
area, as well as the potential impacts on
the environment.
Setting out the principles of User Charging
as a mechanism for managing demand and
helping to pay for the proposed Tunnel.

3.2.12 The road show and workshops were
also the first opportunity for people to see the
emerging design proposals for the Scheme,
including a fly-through animation which showed
how the Silvertown Tunnel would tie-in to the

3.2.13 The responses from the consultation
included a number of comments on access
and design, in particular on issues such as the

Consultation D : Autumn 2015
3.2.14 A statutory consultation was held
between 5th October 2015 and 29th November
2015. The purpose of the consultation was
to share with the public and stakeholders
the proposals and draft versions of certain
application documents.
3.2.15 12 roadshows were held at various
locations in the local area on both sides of
the river and draft versions of all application
documents were shared at the events and on a
dedicated website. This included a draft version
of the Design and Access Statement.
3.2.16 Members of the public and stakeholders
were invited to comment on the proposals.
TfL received 4,135 responses which were
all reviewed by the project team and where
necessary appropriate changes to the design and
scheme were made.
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3.2.17 The following comments are examples of
those made on the design of the above
ground elements:
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

All buildings should be designed to be an
excellent design quality and create a world
class set of buildings.
As much landscape and planting should be
included as possible in order to counter the
visual presence of the roads and the effect of
air pollution.
The relationship between proposals and
adjacent sites that could be developed in the
future should be carefully considered.
Use of the land under Silvertown Way for
tunnel compounds should be considered.
Further improvements should be made to
cycling provision across and around Tidal
Basin roundabout.
Step free access to Boord Street foot and
cycle bridge should be maintained during all
stages of construction.
Improve the amount of space for pedestrians
and its arrangement on Tunnel Avenue,
where Boord Street footbridge lands on the
east of the A102.

3.2.18 As a result of the feedback a
number of changes have been made to the
submitted proposals:
•

In Autumn 2015 architects were appointed
to develop design principles for the project
and an Illustrative Design for the buildings
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in order to demonstrate the level of design
quality that will be achieved.
An independent design review panel was
appointed to agree the design principles and
provide design assurance throughout the
detail design process.

Greenwich Portal
• The arrangement of buildings on the
southern portal was rebalanced to work
better architecturally and reduce the impact
on potentially developable pieces of land that
are within the Greenwich Peninsula West
Masterplan SPD.

has lesser development potential, freeing
up land which is more attractive for future
developments.

•
•
•
•

3.3.2 Meetings have been held with a variety
of individuals at these organisations, including
with Urban Design and Highways Officers at
London Borough of Newham and Royal Borough
of Greenwich.

3.3.3 Through these discussions, the project
team has been able to get an understanding
Silvertown portal
of the potential changes that will be coming
• Land under Silvertown Way was included
Boord Street footbridge
within the permanent land take in order to
• The Boord Street footbridge was adjusted so forward in the area, and the aspirations for the
reduce the impact on surrounding sites.
that step free access can be maintained at all neighbourhoods around the tunnel portals. The
Reference and Illustrative Design has then been
• Additional improvements to the cycling
phases of construction.
developed to reflect these opportunities and
provision on and around Tidal Basin Road
• The ramps and steps to the Boord Street
aspirations for the area.
was added and a number of contributions will
footbridge on Tunnel Avenue were
be made to associated pedestrian and cycle
rearranged to improve space for pedestrians
3.3.4 In January 2016 a design review panel
projects on adjacent infrastructure.
and cyclists.
was also engaged in an ongoing role to support
• The relationship between the ventilation
and comment upon the evolving design of the
building and the portal was improved in order 3.3 Stakeholder Meetings &
scheme. More detail on the role of the panel is
Workshops
to improve the architecture and reduce the
set out in Chapter 4.5.
impact on surrounding sites (The ventilation
3.3.1 Alongside the public consultations, TfL
building was subsequently removed; See
has been meeting with individuals from a number 3.4 Design Development
Paragraph 3.4.22).
of key stakeholders and landowners in the
3.4.1 This section of the DAS will take each of
• The layout of the Scheme was revised to
vicinity of the tunnel portals at each end of the
the above ground elements in turn and describe
respond more efficiently to the development Scheme. These have included:
how the designs have evolved in response to
opportunities in the area. The service
stakeholder and public consultation feedback.
• The GLA;
buildings were relocated onto land which
London Borough of Newham;
Royal Borough of Greenwich;
London Borough of Tower Hamlets; and
Knight Dragon, Quintain, U+I, Southern Gas
Networks, and other landowners.

Junction options and refinement
3.4.2 In the early stages of development, a
number of junction layouts were considered for
the northern end of the tunnel. Each connected
the new tunnel approach to existing infrastructure
including the Lower Lea Crossing, Silvertown
Way, Tidal Basin Road and Dock Road.
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3.4.10 The layouts shown here show the
development of the Illustrative Design, which
has informed the Works Plans and Order Limits
(Document Number: 2.5).
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3.4.7 Further design development was
undertaken on the design of Tidal Basin
Roundabout in response to the consultations.

Portal Buildings & Structures - Silvertown
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3.4.9 The operational and portal buildings Canary
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North since 2011
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3.4.5 Once the concept layout was selected
further meetings and site visits were conducted
with LB Newham, the GLA and local land
owners to discuss the proposed design. At
these sessions, it was felt that tweaks could be
made which would improve urban integration
of the scheme further. The Stakeholders were
particularly keen to see the junction take on a
form more in keeping with an urban setting where
East
India
the public realm rather than the highways was
the dominant factor.

Figure 3.3 Concept designs for the Tidal Basin roundabout junction.

• Improve the development potential of

3.4.4 Following reviews and discussions with
the Boroughs, GLA and Local Landowners,
•
Concept 2 was chosen to be developed further. East
It was vital that the chosen option was a junctionIndia
•
that worked in traffic terms as well as urban
design impact, and the decision was based on
the network impact, land take, public realm and
positive impact on pedestrian and cycle links.
Key features of this option were an extension to
Tidal Basin Roundabout, realignment of Dock
Road, and new 2-way link from the tunnel to the
Lower Lea Crossing.
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3.4.3 Figure 3.3 shows some of the concepts
that were considered, resulting in different
vehicular priorities, land takes and impact on the
local area.
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Figure 3.4 Concept designs for the Tidal Basin roundabout junction.
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3.4.11 At all stages of design, the proposals
have sought to:
•
•
•
•

Figure 3.5 General Arrangement as Presented in the Autumn 2015 Public Consultation
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Figure 3.6 General Arrangement as Presented to the Urban Design Review Panel in January 2016

Limit the impact on existing and potential
future development;
Minimise visual impact and maximise
architectural coherence;
Optimise the size and shape of the adjacent
potential future development plots; and
Minimise the overall permanent land take
required for the Scheme.
Site A

3.4.12 The initial layout organised the buildings
around the portal, but without a direct relationship
to the portal structure itself. This has evolved
Key to Diagrams
into an arrangement where the buildings and
BLUE: Ventilation Building 		
ORANGE: Operational Land
PINK: Ancillary Services Building
YELLOW: Control Centre		
GREEN: Portal Structure
portal are more integrated, and read as a more
coherent piece of townscape for road users
as well as providing a better solution for future
3.4.15 The footprint of this Ventilation building
3.4.17 Further design development investigated 3.4.19 At this stage the space beneath the
3.4.21 As the design developed, further detailed
integration into a changing urban context.
was positioned to respond to the layout of the
bringing the ventilation building into a more
Silvertown Way flyover slip road was also
modelling of tunnel ventilation and air quality
proposed realignment of Dock Road, which
immediate dialogue with the portal structure.
surveyed to ascertain its feasibility for use as
around the portals led to the decision that a
3.4.13 Figure 3.6 shows the design status at
resulted in an awkward relationship to the tunnel However, the length of the horizontal fan building ‘non-essential’ ancillary service accommodation
portal extract ventilation system was no longer
the time of the Autumn 2015 public consultation
portal. The control centre ancillary services
was such that it effectively cut off access to the
or for being part of the scheme compound.
required.
and the subsequent status as presented to the
accommodation was contained in a separate
site (Site A) adjacent to the slip road.
The Silvertown Tunnel Design Review Panel in
3.4.20 The outcome of the surveys was that
3.4.22 As a result the large buildings
building aligned parallel to the slip road from the
January 2016.
3.4.18 The building was therefore raised in
there was an area of land which could potentially housing the portal extract fans together with
Silvertown Way flyover.
section to permit access under and through to
be used, but due to technical constraint such as
the ventilation stacks were removed from the
3.4.14 At this stage of the design development,
3.4.16 The resulting layout presented
the ancillary services building and its compound, column spacing and headroom limitations, this
scheme, which lessened the visual impact of the
the technical requirements incorporated a
challenges in terms of access to potential future
as shown in Figure 3.6.
space would be limited in use to vehicle parking. Scheme (see Figure 3.7).
tunnel ventilation portal building in a horizontal
configuration, which was chosen over a vertical
arrangement as it is easier to maintain and
requires a lower flue stack, thereby reducing the
visual impact.

development sites, and also created a number
of awkward, irregular spaces that would be
inefficient to develop.
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Figure 3.7 General Arrangement with all buildings parallel to Silvertown Way flyover

Figure 3.8 General Arrangement with Ancillary Services building integrated with Portal Structure

Key to Diagrams

		

ORANGE: Operational Land

3.4.23 As a consequence of the removal of
the ventilation building, it was decided to stack
ancillary services at this location, to create
mass and position the control centre parallel to
Silvertown Way. (see Figure 3.8)
3.4.24 This approach also provides an
improved relationship between the tunnel portal
and the associated buildings, which improves the
design experience for road users.
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PINK: Ancillary Services Building

YELLOW: Control Centre		

3.4.25 By reducing the extent of the linear
building alongside the Silvertown Way flyover it
also means a greater area of land will be able to
be developed by others.
3.4.26 Land adjacent to Silvertown Way was
also added to the Limits of Deviation. Use of this
land will be investigated at detailed design stage
in order to further reduce the required land take
that could be alternatively used for development

GREEN: Portal Structure

3.4.27 The buildings are designed to be flexible
and accommodate changing requirements
without major alterations and adaptable.

03

Figure 3.9 General Arrangement as Presented in the Autumn 2015 Public Consultation
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Figure 3.10 General Arrangement as Presented to the Urban Design Review Panel in January 2016

Portal Buildings & Structures - Greenwich
3.4.28 The operational and portal buildings
on the Greenwich site have also been the
subject of on-going design development since
2011. The publicly consulted arrangement of
buildings located them all on one side of the
portal structure. This arrangement created a
direct relationship between the buildings and the
public realm as the site boundary runs parallel
to Millennium Way, however it also meant that
the scheme felt ‘unbalanced’ when viewed by
road users approaching the tunnel portal. The
scheme must also have a relationship with the
consented Knight Dragon masterplan taking
shape immediately opposite on Millennium Way.

Key to Diagrams

ORANGE: Operational Land
At all stages of design, the proposals have 		
sought to :
• Limit the impact on existing and potential
future development;
• Minimise visual impact and maximise
3.4.30 The Consultation scheme incorporated
architectural coherence;
a tunnel ventilation (portal) building in a
• Optimise the size and shape of the adjacent
horizontal configuration, placed asymmetrically
potential future development plots; and
to the portal. This was driven by the need for a
• Minimise the overall permanent land take
staggered portal arrangement to accommodate
required for the Scheme.
sufficient length of anti-recirculation wall. The
ancillary services buildings were located on the
3.4.29 Figures 3.9 & 3.10 show the design at
extended compound entirely to the south of the
the time of the Autumn 2015 public consultation
tunnel entrance.
and the subsequent status as presented to
the Silvertown Tunnel Design Review Panel in
January 2016.

PINK: Ancillary Services Building

BLUE: Ventilation Building 		

3.4.31 Following the Autumn 2015 Public
Consultation, the technical requirements for the
anti-recirculation wall length were reduced, which
meant that the staggered portal arrangement
could be removed.
3.4.32 Studies were also carried out to
investigate splitting the services accommodation
either side of the portal, to better ‘balance’
the massing of the Scheme. This brought an
added benefit that it allowed the buildings to be
configured more directly with the portal.

GREEN: Portal Structure

3.4.33 To further minimise land take, the
primary ventilation building was raised to permit
access under and to one of the ancillary services
buildings. This approach allowed for a physical
and visual connection between Millennium
Way, the portal and the approach road, whilst
creating a publicly accessible space beneath the
ventilation building.

3.4.34 Comments from the Silvertown Design
Review Panel suggested there wasn’t a sufficient
case for this type of public realm as it created
operational and public access issues. In addition,
the length of the ventilation building was such
that an asymmetrical relationship with a
portal remained.
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Figure 3.11 General Arrangement Developing without Ventilation Building
Key to Diagrams

ORANGE: Operational Land
PINK: Ancillary Services Building
GREEN: Portal Structure
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3.4.35 This stage of the design development
shows the ventilation building removed as it was
determined in February 2016 that such buildings
were no longer operationally required (see Figure
3.11).

3.4.37 By placing buildings above and to the
north of the portal, the area south can be fully
developed in the future. Their arrangement also
allows for a clear line of sight between Edmund
Halley Way and the River Thames.

3.4.36 Where before the height and mass of
the building created visual impact issues, its
removal meant a lack of building presence above
the portal. The portal building requirements were
reassessed to ensure it had sufficient scale, so
that when placed adjacent to the portal structure
it still has a meaningful relationship

3.4.38 The portal structure whilst having
a different approach alignment to that of
Silvertown, was unified to fit with the geometry
of the portal building. The solidity of engineering
required for the portal structure, diving
underground, could be in contrast to a more
light and transparent appearance of the portal
building.

3.4.39 All buildings are designed to be flexible
and accommodate changing requirements
without major alterations and adaptable, able
to be altered or extended conveniently when
required.
Pedestrian / Cycle Connectivity
3.4.40 A number of comments in the Winter
2012 consultation concerned allowing
pedestrians and cyclists to use the Silvertown
Tunnel.
3.4.41 To allow pedestrians and cyclists to
use the new tunnel, a segregated space would
be required, as it would be unsafe for the
pedestrians or cyclists to share an enclosed

space with road traffic. Two alternative options
were explored for providing a suitable
segregated route.
3.4.42 The first option explored was to provide
a separate tunnel bore exclusively for cyclists
and pedestrians, but this would not be feasible
due to cost and excessive land take.
3.4.43 The second option would be to provide
space beneath the road deck. This would result
in an increase in size of one of the tunnel bores
to accommodate the link and would raise the
construction costs of the tunnel significantly.
Moreover, this would not be a pleasant
environment and could expose pedestrians and
cyclists to significant noise and vibration from
the carriageways above. Further, at 1.4km
long it would be almost 4 times longer than the
Greenwich Foot Tunnel and a significantly longer
travel time than the Emirates Air Line.
3.4.44 It was judged that few cyclists and
pedestrians would be likely to use a 1.4km facility
within the tunnel given that it would be much
quicker to cross via the Emirates Air Line, and
therefore money would be better invested in
improving the local links to and from the Emirates
Air Line. This approach was presented in the
Winter 2014 consultation design, and is reflected
in the current Scheme and Illustrative Design.
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Boord Street Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge
3.4.45 A new bridge is required to replace the
existing bridge over the A102 Blackwall Tunnel
Approach Road due to the reconfiguration of the
existing carriageways to accommodate access
to the Silvertown Tunnel.

Fig 3.12 Aerial View of existing bridge

Fig 3.13 Existing View Looking South Along Boord Street

Fig 3.14 Initial Design Study 2015

Fig 3.15 Aerial View of Initial Design Study 2015

3.4.49 A key design decision made early on
was that the new bridge should be visible at
the end of Boord Street when looking from
Millennium Way, to aid with legibility and
navigation for pedestrians and cyclists.

3.4.46 It is also essential to design the bridge

3.4.50 As a result of the wider highway
reconfiguration, on the Boord Street side the

such that it can be constructed and maintained
without impact on the vital strategic highway
beneath, and that the existing bridge can remain
open while the new one is constructed.

Scheme needs to facilitate a new access route
to the car park for the Studio 338 nightclub, while
accommodating the new bridge access stairs and
ramps.

3.4.47 The current bridge was highlighted
as an important link on the peninsula, but one

3.4.51 On both sides, the aim is also to
establish a clear and legible public realm that

with some significant deficiencies for users. A
replacement bridge was therefore seen as an
opportunity to improve upon the existing facility
and respond more positively to the changing
context within which it sits.

can be legible at the day of opening, but also
anticipate how it might engage with the nature
and details of emerging masterplan contexts.
established or defined.

3.4.48 The new bridge will be designed for
both cyclists and pedestrians, with appropriate
parapet levels and access ramps to ensure
safety and convenience. The alignment of
the access ramps will be mindful of access
requirements for adjacent sites, and the desire
lines of both pedestrians and cyclists.

Consultation, Engagement & Design Development

3.4.52 The exiting bridge (see Figure 3.12)
has an unsatisfactory relationship with Boord
Street. It remains obscured from view until
the pedestrian or the cyclist looks north once
they reach the end of Boord Street as it meets
the Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road (see
Figure 3.13). There are no immediate plans for
redevelopment on the west side of the bridge, but
its alignment is key to linking the route west east
across the peninsula in the future.

3.4.53 Initial design studies (see Figure
3.14 - 3.15) sought to realign the bridge, most
importantly, with Boord Street. They also sought
to ensure that access stairs and ramps were
visible when viewed from Millennium Way.

3.4.54 This configuration, however, was
not able to fully resolve emerging constraints
in respect of land ownership issues, access
requirements to adjacent properties, and
ensuring that access to the stairs was on the
pedestrian desire line (the preferred and most
direct route for pedestrians.).
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Fig 3.16 Illustration as presented in the Autumn 2015 Public Consultation

Fig 3.17 Plan as Presented To The Urban Design Review Panel - January 2016

Studio 338

Brenntag Ltd

Brenntag Ltd

Fig 3.18 View to Bridge From Boord Street as
3.4.55 At the time of the Autumn 2015 Public
presented in the Autumn 2015 Public Consultation
Consultation, the bridge configuration was such
that all access ramps sat to the north of the
main bridge deck (see Figure 3.16). The bridge
proposal can already be seen to be clearly
aligned and visible from its approach along Boord
Street, greatly improving legibility. However,
to reduce impacts on the adjacent Brenntag
chemical business, it was necessary to swing the
ramp on the western abutment, over to the south
of the main bridge deck.
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3.4.56 When presented to the Silvertown Tunnel Fig 3.19 Plan of future adapted bridge, set within a
possible future development context.
Design Review Panel in January 2016, the west
side approach ramp had been repositioned
to ensure vehicle access is maintained to the
Brenntag site and the impact on their business
operations is lessened (see Figure 3.17). The
bridge and its access stairs are aligned with
Boord Street but land ownership constraints
prevent a more generous direct staircase layout.
3.4.57 It is proposed that the stairs be
structured independently from the bridge deck
to allow for future replacement if necessary
with wider, and more direct stairs to improve its
relationship to future developments on both sides
of the bridge, where enhancement of the public
realm is also expected (see Figure 3.19)
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Vision & Approach
4.1 Design Vision
4.1.1 The overall design vision for the surface
elements of the Silvertown Tunnel is for an
exemplar new piece of highway infrastructure;
a tunnel that not only meets the basic needs
of providing a vehicular link, but also acts as a
stimulus for movement of all forms in the vicinity
of the portals, and which in turn stimulates
economic growth and development in the
surrounding areas. The successful scheme will
meet the future expectations of all road users
while addressing the current problems.
4.1.2 To achieve this, TfL have identified the
following core principles, developed from the
CABE design guidance on Nationally Significant
Infrastructure:

• High quality and appropriate architecture
- Good architecture and urban design should
reconcile the project with its environment
by creating structures and associated
facilities that respond to their context. The
aspiration is to create simple well-conceived
infrastructure and buildings with a clear
design rationale that reflect the purpose of
the infrastructure but pay careful attention
to their context. The design quality of the
Scheme should significantly contribute to the
overall appearance, reputation and impact
of infrastructure projects and how they can
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benefit society as a whole. The building’s
appearance should tell us something about
what purpose it serves, its importance to
the area and what goes on inside. The new
tunnel, its portals and ancillary buildings
should be integrated, as far as reasonably
possible, with existing infrastructure and land
uses, enable future change that is consistent
with policy and be flexible in order to
integrate with uncertain or undefined future
change. The architecture of the Scheme
should enable the Scheme to be celebrated
and become an object of local, regional and
national pride.

• Built in reliability, robust materials and
detailing - High quality materials and
careful detailing should limit the need for
maintenance and allow the Scheme to
weather and age well over the full life of the
project. This cannot be achieved without
appropriate, carefully chosen and installed
materials. To be reliable, the Scheme and
its design must be easily maintainable in
order to maximise its availability to users.
Maintainability must be designed into the
Scheme from the outset and cover all modes
of movement through the tunnel and in the
adjacent areas. This includes continuity of
the use of the tunnel by vehicles and the
ability of pedestrians and cyclists to move

along routes in the local area easily and
safely at all times, as far as practical. The
requirement to maximise availability extends
to ensuring the continued availability of
existing infrastructure during the construction
of the Scheme.

• Integrative landscape design - The

landscape design associated with the
Scheme including planting and public realm
should enhance its use, its setting and
mitigate the visual impact of the road, portal
and buildings along with any impacts of the
associated traffic. The landscape design
should create a sense of place and enable
the public realm to be accessed and used
by all in a safe and meaningful way that
supports the local area. It should support
the creation of consistent and coherent
pedestrian and cycle networks that are fit for •
today and the future. The planting should
protect and enhance biodiversity including
the creation of spaces remote from human
activity that can become valuable habitats for
a wide range of flora and fauna. The planting
should also humanise the infrastructure by
softening its appearance and helping to
integrate it into its context.

• Sustainability through design - Aspects

of the Scheme’s buildings are likely to
change their use over their lifetime, as will

the technologies they contain. The design
of these structures should be flexible, able
to accommodate changing requirements
without major alterations, and be adaptable
so that they can be altered or extended
conveniently when necessary. Where
possible, building materials should be locally
sourced, reclaimed, recycled and have
low carbon impact. The site development
strategy should accommodate biodiversity,
landscape planting and sustainable urban
drainage systems (SUDS). The strategy
should seek to remove or reduce where
possible the environmental impact of traffic
and highway infrastructure on workers and
residents, be resilient to climate change, and
enable the provision of sustainable public
and private road transport.
Safe, secure and smart infrastructure The Scheme should meet the needs of all
categories of road users enabling them to
use the Scheme and the areas impacted
by it safely. It should optimise traffic flows
and create a safe environment for road
construction, working and maintenance,
including incorporation of safe road crossings
at all times. The Scheme should result in a
safer environment for all users of the local
area. The critical nature of the infrastructure
means that the design should be secure,
resilient and designed to meet the latest
counter terrorism guidance.
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4.1.3 The tunnel design should have a positive
impact on it’s local environment through design
and operation. It should support the regeneration
of the area around it, stimulating new jobs and
supporting the delivery of new homes.
4.1.4 The design should take account of all
users, and where provision cannot be made in
the tunnel itself, as is the case for cyclists and
pedestrians, then appropriate complementary
measures will be explored to support those
users, in the case of pedestrians and cyclists,
including enhancing access to the Emirates
Air Line in order to enhance existing
crossing connections.
4.1.5 The junction layouts should be designed
such that they maintain an urban character and a
human scale. Road crossings should be located
on desire lines and streets around the portals
should be multi-modal with provision for cyclists
and pedestrians where they are permitted.
4.1.6 The design must be flexible enough to
accommodate future development in the area.
The layouts should provide for street-based
networks that accord with the recommendations
of the Roads Task Force, balancing the
requirements of movement and place. They
will also comply with appropriate highway
engineering and design standards.

4.1.7 The Scheme is also designed to be
green. Road user charging would manage
demand, but design will also help make the
Scheme green by combining new technologies
to reduce the potential impacts of traffic such
as noise, air and water pollution and with the
introduction of landscape features such as
green walls.
4.1.8 The design of the Scheme roads could
include potential for the use of materials such
as noise absorbent surfacing on walls, while
the design of the landscape should deliver
environmental enhancements and improved
conditions for pedestrians and cyclists. Where
barriers are required for noise or visual
mitigation, they could be used as a canvas for
public art or for signage and safety measures.
4.1.9 There is potential for barriers to be
embedded with active particles for pollution
control / abatement, or be designed and shaped
in a way to increase their effectiveness. This is
explored in more detail in Chapter 6.6.

4.2 Design Principles
4.2.1 The Reference and Illustrative Designs
have been developed as a direct response
to a set of Design Principles. The full set of
design principles are submitted for approval as
a certified document under the DCO (Document
Number: 7.4).

associated buildings and structures) will be
taken into account.
(4) To capture TfL design related commitments
in response to public consultation and ensure
that these are followed through to detailed
design.
(5) To establish how TfL has, and will continue
to take account of the criteria for good

4.2.2 These Design Principles have been
derived from the Scheme Objectives, Design
Vision, relevant policy, consultation and
engagement and the context to which they would
be integrated as described in Part A.
4.2.3
are:

design set out in the National Networks
National Policy Statement (the ‘NNNPS) in
order to ensure that the development is as
sustainable and as aesthetically sensitive,
durable, adaptable and resilient as it can
reasonably be (having regard to regulatory
and other constraints and including
accounting for natural hazards such as
flooding).

The purpose of the Design Principles

(1) To define high quality design principles which
set the framework within which, through the
DCO, the detailed design of the Scheme
will be required to respond; taking account
of the sites’ rapidly changing context and
contractor-led innovation.
(2) To provide enough information to guide the
EIA and embed essential measures for the
mitigation of significant effects.
(3) Give confidence to stakeholders that their
requirements and aspirations for the new
infrastructure (including the road, landscape,

Vision & Approach

4.2.4 In the following sections of this DAS the
illustrative scheme is set out, explaining how
these design principles could be realised through
the scheme design. At the start of each section
the relevant design principles are reproduced
in a simple table (as shown below), to clearly
demonstrate how the illustrative design responds
to them.
e.g.
Ref.Code

Design Principle description text
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4.3 Design Quality
4.3.1 For the Silvertown Tunnel, design quality
is important for the following reasons:

• The need to provide enough details to be
able to determine the scheme cost and the
environmental impacts of the Scheme.

• The need to allow the Project Company
sufficient flexibility to realise value
engineering and innovation as the design
develops.

• The Mayor’s Transport Strategy and the
London Plan commit GLA and TfL to the
highest qualities of design in schemes that
TfL deliver and the Silvertown Tunnel is
no different.

• The need to allow enough flexibility so
that the design can integrate into adjacent
sites that may change in terms of use and
character, but for which the exact form is not
yet known.

• The National Networks National Planning
Statement (NN NPS) specifies design quality
as being an essential consideration in
assessing proposals.

• We know through consultation that
stakeholders including adjacent land owners
and the general public value and expect high
quality design, with a particular focus on
mitigating the impact on neighbouring areas.

4.3.3 The DCO application outlines the
Scheme and assures design quality in a number
of ways:
•

• The host boroughs value and expect good
design and will need to discharge the
requirements arising from the DCO.
4.3.2
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•

The level of design detail presented in

the DCO application is dictated by a number of
factors:

•

• The need to provide enough detail, controls

•

and evidence to satisfy the Secretary of
State that the Scheme is feasible and will be
of sufficiently high quality.

Figure 4.1 Design Process Diagram

A list of Works Plans, General Arrangement
Plans and Engineering Section Drawings and
Plans which define the parameters that the
Scheme will be delivered within.
A set of Design Principles that will guide the
more detailed design stages of the project.
TfL will commit to the design principles
through a requirement of the DCO.
Input from an independent design review
panel.
An illustrative design, presented in the
Design and Access Statement that shows

4.4 Illustrative Design
4.4.1 The Scheme shown in this DAS is an
illustrative scheme which demonstrates how the
above ground elements could be developed.

4.4.2 The illustrative design is for illustrative
one way in which the above ground elements
purposes only and the buildings and landscape
and landscape could be developed at
may take a different form than that shown whilst
detailed design stage in order to adhere to
still adhering to the design principles.
the design principles. Each of the above
elements sits within the design process as
shown in Figure 4.1.

4.4.3 This is therefore submitted for
information only, and has not been fully
evaluated or tested against highways standards
and other relevant regulations.
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4.5 Design Assurance

4.6 Design Review Panel

4.5.1 To provide assurance that the Scheme is
of a sufficient design quality, a design assurance
framework has been put in place. The framework
comprises:

Purpose of the design review panel
4.6.1 Transport for London has commissioned
an independent advisory design review panel, set
up and administered by Urban Design London,
to provide independent design advice throughout
the design process. The Panel’s role will be
secured through a DCO Requirement.

• Design principles: The DCO contains a
that commitment to developing the detailed
design in a certain way accordance with a
set of design principles and within certain
design limits.

• The Illustrative Design: One way that the
scheme could be designed within the order
limits and in adherence with the design
principles is presented in the Design and
Access Statement as the Illustrative Design.

• The Silvertown Tunnel Design Review Panel:
TfL have commissioned, and Urban Design
London will administer, a design review
panel who will provide independent design
assurance, advice and consistency of design
approach through the whole design process.

• The host boroughs - LB Newham and
RB Greenwich - will be responsible for
discharging the requirements of the DCO
and approving the detailed design of certain
elements of the Scheme.

Vision & Approach

Figure 4.2 Design Review Panel

4.6.2 The panel will focus on the above ground
elements of the Scheme. The panel will provide
consistent and independent scrutiny through the
life of the design process; ensure that the design
principles are applied appropriately and that the
eventual built design is of an appropriate quality.
Members of the design review panel
4.6.3 The panel has been set up by Urban
Design London and members have been chosen
to:

• Provide an independent view of the
developing design;

• Be representative of Design Council CABE
and the Mayor’s Design Advisory Board; and

• Provide a variety of skills and experience
relevant to the project.

4.6.4 The core members of the design panel
are and their terms of reference are set out in
Appendix A of the Design Principles Document
(Document Number: 7.4).
4.6.5 The core panel may be augmented at
various stages in order to provide specialist input
into the design review process.

4.6.6 The host boroughs will be invited to
send up to two representatives to observe each
session. One of the representatives will be
invited to outline their aspirations for the scheme
and the session at the beginning of the design
review.

Input from the design panel
4.6.7 The design panel will provide input at
a number of stages in the design process as
summarised in Figure 4.2.
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Landscape & Public Realm Design
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 This chapter considers the design
of the landscape and urban design elements
of the Silvertown Tunnel scheme. It sets out
the relevant design principles below and then
provides an overview of Illustrative Designs for
both the north and south portal areas which
embody those principles.

5.2 Landscape Objectives
General Objectives
5.2.1 There are a number of landscape
specific objectives which sit alongside the overall
Design Principles, and which must be taken into
account by the Project Company at detail design
stage. They are equally applicable to the north
and south portal areas. These are:

• Enhancing pedestrian and cycle provision
and connectivity around the portal area.

• Providing access to Tunnel Services
Buildings, where required.

• Minimising land take and optimising future
development potential of adjacent sites.

• Provide appropriate protection and

enhancement of the biodiversity of the area.

5.2.2 To comply with the National Networks
National Policy Statement, there is a requirement
for the project to provide compensation for any
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Figure 5.1 The existing landscape at the Silvertown portal is predominantly industrial

existing landscape and habitat that would be
lost as a result of the Scheme. Where possible
and appropriate this has been worked into
the landscape scheme, and work has been
undertaken to ensure that replacement habitats
can be provided in the most appropriate way.
More information on the ecological aspects of the
Scheme can be found in Chapter 8 of this Design
& Access Statement, and in the Environmental
Statement (Document Number: 6.1)
Silvertown Portal
5.2.3 The existing urban area around the
northern portal of the tunnel is industrial land
(see Figure 5.1), some of which is now disused,
but much of which is still actively used on
a daily basis. While this is likely to change
significantly in coming years, the design for the
landscape and public realm in the vicinity of
the Tunnel portal must optimize land parcels
for development through size and shape and
provide access to unlock existing and future
development sites.
5.2.4 The character of the public realm around
the Scheme is also important and should help
to deliver the recommendations of the Mayor’s
Roads Task Force, as set out in the Royal
Docks Local Transport Design Guidance, by
rebalancing the movement and place function of
the roads, and creating a better environment for
pedestrians and cyclists.

Figure 5.2 The existing landscape around the Greenwich portal is generally inaccessible to pedestrians
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5.2.5 The area around the Silvertown portal
is likely to become much more urban in the
future and it is important that the landscape
and public realm design reflects this. The
improvements to the streets would also make
the area more attractive for future residents and
business occupiers, helping to boost economic
development in the area.
Greenwich Portal
5.2.6 The design objectives at the southern
portal are different to those of the north. It is less
accessible to the public, and therefore the design
has differing requirements. One of the main
functions of the landscape on the south side is
the replacement of habitats that may be lost
as a result of the Scheme. New planted areas
provide opportunities for replacement habitats
and other ecological benefits.
5.2.7 Integration with committed development
is also important, in particular the 2015
Greenwich Peninsula Portal masterplan and
the Peninsula West SPD. This sets out design
objectives, such as view corridors, which the
scheme should respect and support, in order to
aid integration.
5.2.8 A new pedestrian and cycle bridge
at Boord Street would be provided as part of
the Scheme, and the public realm would be
designed to improve access to it. The new
bridge will improve both pedestrian and cycle
connectivity.

5.2.9

Landscape & Public Realm Design

Design Principles

LSCP.01

The detailed design of the Scheme
should adhere to TfL Streetscape
Guidance and London Cycle
Design Standards.

LSCP.02

The detailed design of the Scheme
should incorporate the Roads
Task Force Street Types. The
appropriate type for each street
should be identified through
discussion with the host boroughs.

LSCP.03

The detailed design of the
Scheme should be developed with
reference to relevant guidance
on safety and security, including
Secured by Design, Design
Council CABE guidance and
the Centre for the Protection of
National Infrastructure and National
Counter-Terrorism Security Office’s
Protecting Crowded Places design
guidance.

LSCP.04

The detailed design of the Scheme
should seek to improve access for
pedestrians and cyclists, taking
account of local community needs,
whilst being functional, practical
and economical. It should help
to create a legible street network
that promotes walking and cycling,
and defines spaces through public
realm not highways.

LSCP.05

Footways should be an adequate
width and achieve an appropriate
Pedestrian Comfort Level as
defined in TfL’s Pedestrian Comfort
Guidance for London.

LSCP.06

Public realm materials should
be robust, durable and meet the
technical requirements of the
Scheme. Materials should relate
to and reflect the anticipated
and emerging character of the
surrounding townscape and be
suitable for a high quality mixed
use development.

LSCP.07

The public realm design should
promote interaction with existing
and proposed developments.

LSCP.08

Any formal cycle or car parking
spaces affected by the works
should, where practicable, be reprovided to an equivalent standard.

LSCP.09

The placement of trees should help
to reinforce public realm design
elements such as;
• Strengthening movement
patterns;
• Connecting spaces and
providing visual continuity
across them;
• Aiding reinforcement of space
and boundaries;
• Providing character and sense
of space;
• Enhancing architectural
elements; and
• Screening of visually
unattractive vehicle corridors.

LSCP.10

The placement of trees should be
located to consider;
• Street signs and signals;
• Proximity to buildings and
carriageway;
• Appropriate footway width;
• Underground and overhead
utilities; and
• Accessibility for future
maintenance.

LSCP.11

•

Where trees are planted in a
streetscape setting, the exact
volume of soil required should
be calculated depending
on ultimate size of the tree,
water availability and ground
water storage. Large tree
pits should be provided
to maximise tree size and
growth potential in order to
increase the tree’s access to
space and light and reduce
the potential for vandalism.
The tree planting should take
account of standards and
guidance that are presented
in the Silvertown Tunnel
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP)
in the Environment Statement
Appendices (PINS Document
Reference: 6.3)

LSCP.12

The detailed design of the
Scheme should ensure green
infrastructure assets are properly
planned, maintained and managed
by relevant arboriculture and
landscape professionals; with a
strategic goal to enhance the built
environment and tackle climate
change. Wherever possible, green
infrastructure should:
• Improve air quality and human
health;
• Manage surface water run-off;
• Mitigate the urban heat island
effect;
• Increase biodiversity and
ecosystem variety; and
• Add amenity value through
creating beautiful streets and
spaces for people to enjoy.
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5.3 Illustrative Design - Silvertown

Figure 5.3 Illustrative Landscape Proposals - Silvertown Portal & Vicinity

Silvertown Portal - Overview
5.3.1 The Illustrative Design for the
Silvertown portal and vicinity is focused around
enhancements to the Tidal Basin Roundabout,
which would be significantly reconfigured by
the Scheme, with new arms to provide access
to and from the tunnel, and a realigned Dock
Road. This would create additional pockets of
land which have the future potential to become
development sites.

N

5.3.2 An overarching aim of the public realm
design is to mitigate any negative impact from
the roads so that the character would be defined
by pedestrian spaces, planting and future
buildings rather than by the highway.
5.3.3 Enhanced pedestrian and cycle routes
alongside the new roads are also a primary
feature, in particular an extension of the existing
off-road cycleway that runs on the southern side
of the Lower Lea Crossing along Dock Road
to tie into the routes that run around the Royal
Docks themselves. Furthermore, there is a key
desire route running from the north-west to
south-east of the junction, providing a link to the
stairs that access the bus stops on the flyover,
and then link through to Dock Road. This could
also be supplemented by off-site links to the
Royal Victoria DLR station to the north delivered
in partnership with LB Newham.
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To Royal Victoria DLR

Potential Grassland /
Ecological Mitigation
Formal Tree Planting
Resin Bound Paved Areas:
Shared Pedestrian / Cycle Route
Resin Bound Paved Areas
Off Road Cycle Lanes
Operational Compound
& Operational Land
Potential Development Site
Bus & Goods Vehicle Lane

Portal Buildings
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5.3.4 The Illustrative Design combines hard
surfaces and landscape in the form of trees and
low wildflower planting, and provides seating
for pedestrians.
Silvertown Portal - Planting Design
5.3.5 The illustrative planting scheme is
predominantly birch trees clustered on a grid
formation which have been overlaid across the
whole site to help bring a sense of coherence
and urban character to the individual pockets
of land.
5.3.6 There is then an under-storey of wild
flowers and low maintenance grasses which
would provide colour and seasonal visual
interest. This is planted in the largest spaces,
taking into account visibility and sight-line
requirements for drivers. Additional planting
around the perimeter would allow the scheme
to tie back into the existing rough grassland or
provide positive edges for future development of
the adjacent land parcels.

Silvertown Portal - Hard Landscape Features
5.3.7 For the Illustrative Design the majority of
the surfaces are paved in a resin bound gravel
material, which is suitable for both walking
and cycling on, and which provides a low key
surfacing that is not visually dominant, and which
would reduce the visual impact of the bituminous
road surfaces.
5.3.8 Different tones of material would be
used to denote the movement spaces and
the seating areas, to help aid wayfinding and
legibility. In some areas where there is no
pedestrian access, loose gravel would be used
as it aids place making but would aesthetically
tie in with the resin bound areas.
5.3.9 Street furniture would be limited to some
bench seats and lighting. There may also be
scope for cycle racks to be installed should they
be needed, but it is anticipated this is an area
that will have low demand for cycle parking.
5.3.10 A signage strategy, including Legible
London monoliths, would ensure easy wayfinding
for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles while
minimising clutter.
5.3.11 More information on the Design
Principles informing street furniture and signage
can be found in chapter 9 of this Design &
Access Statement.

5.4 Enhanced Connections - 		
Silvertown

Landscape & Public Realm Design

Figure 5.4 Illustrative enhanced pedestrian & cycle network at the Silvertown Portal

N

Cycle Connections
5.4.1 The Illustrative Design provides a
number of new and enhanced cycle connections
in and around Tidal Basin roundabout. The
majority of these will be dedicated spaces,
located off-road and segregated from
pedestrians. This responds to the long-distance
nature of the NCN Route 11, and replicates and
extends the current section of that route that
runs along the southern side of the Lower Lee
Crossing.
5.4.2 The segregated cycle link along Dock
Road will run on the eastern side of the street,
and will tie in to the pedestrian and cycle
underpass beneath Silvertown Way which
then provides access to the Royal Docks and
paths that run around it. At the northern end it
will tie back into the existing cycle route via a
crossing on Dock Road, and then a new off-road
connection with priority over the side-roads.
5.4.3 Signalised toucan crossings would be
used where the pedestrian and cycle routes
cross highways.
5.4.4 In other areas, the routes are more
pedestrian focussed, local routes so they have
been designed as shared space in line with
London Cycle Design Standards guidance.

Key
Shared Pedestrian / Cycle Routes
Pedestrian Footway
Segregated Off-Road Cycle Lanes
On-Carriageway Cycle Provision

Pedestrian Connections
5.4.5 The improved pedestrian links will
largely follow the cycle routes, although there will
be an additional footway on the western side of
Dock Road.
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5.4.6 It is anticipated that the pedestrian desire
lines are likely to change in future as the nature
of the built environment evolves.
Pedestrian
footways have been designed to follow desire
lines - fulfilling existing route requirements while
also providing provision for adaptation to meet
potential future desire lines that are likely to arise
as the nature of the area changes.
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Figure 5.5 Key to Artist’s Impressions

Figure 5.6 Artists impression of Illustrative landscape proposals looking south west towards tunnel portal across Tidal Basin Roundabout.

A
B

A
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Figure 5.7

Landscape & Public Realm Design

Artists impression of Illustrative landscape proposals looking north east towards tunnel portal and Tidal Basin Roundabout from Dock Road.

B
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Greenwich Portal - Overview
5.5.1 Unlike the Silvertown portal, the
Illustrative Design for the Greenwich portal
vicinity is designed to optimise function and
place making for vehicle drivers because
pedestrians and cyclists are prohibited from
using the Blackwall and Silvertown Tunnels.
5.5.2

The buildings and structures along

Figure 5.8

Illustrative Landscape Proposals - Greenwich Peninsula Portal & Vicinity

N

5.5 Illustrative Design - Greenwich

Potential Grassland /
Ecological Mitigation
Tree Planting
Hardened Verge Areas

Portal Buildings

Footways

& Compounds

Bus & Goods Vehicle Lane

Millennium Way have however been designed
to integrate with the 2015 Greenwich Peninsula
Masterplan.
5.5.3 There would be a number of grass
verge areas created as part of the junction
reconfiguration, and these would continue
onto the embankments for the new flyover.
The area between the flyover and the existing
A102 Blackwall Tunnel Southern Approach
road provides a greater opportunity for some
additional tree planting, and a more extensive
grass area beneath.
5.5.4 Appropriate landscape and planting
would be included on the Millennium Way
edge of the portal buildings to ensure that
an appropriate edge is presented to future
development.
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Greenwich Portal - Planting Design
5.5.5 The illustrative planting scheme shows
trees predominantly clustered on the island

the birch trees used on the north side of tunnel,
but will include additional species to improve
biodiversity and reflect the less formal nature of

5.5.6 There would be no wildflower
mixes used, with grass instead being a low
maintenance standard mix which is more suited

formed by the new flyover. These would mirror

the design on the south side of the tunnel.

to the highway verges that will typify the design
on the southern side.
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Figure 5.9

Illustrative Boord Street Bridge
design & replacement planting.

Greenwich Portal - Hard Landscape Features
5.5.8 The area around the Greenwich portal
entrance and approach roads is accessible to
vehicles only, rather than pedestrian and cyclists,
and the landscape proposals reflect this.
5.5.9 There are no paved surfaces for
pedestrians or cyclists, so the hard surfaces
will all be in materials to match the highways
specification. The area has been designed to
optimise function and movement over place,
reflecting the use by vehicle drivers rather than
pedestrians.
5.5.10 By contrast, the landscape on
Millennium Way by the portal buildings and the
landscape around Boord Street footbridge will
be laid to fit in with the existing landscape to an
equal or enhanced level of quality.

5.6 Enhanced Connections - 		
Greenwich
Cycle Connections
5.6.1 The Illustrative Design provides the
opportunity to significantly enhance the local
connectivity via the replacement Boord Street
bridge. More information on the replacement
bridge is in Chapter 7 of this Design & Access
Statement.

Figure 5.10 Illustrative enhanced pedestrian & cycle network at the Greenwich Peninsula Portal
Key
Shared Pedestrian / Cycle Routes
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Boord Street Bridge - Planting Design
5.5.7 The existing line of mature trees
adjacent to the Boord Street Bridge ramps will
need to be removed to enable construction
of a replacement bridge, but they will be
replaced with semi-mature trees once works are
completed (see Figure 5.9, below) .

Landscape & Public Realm Design

ee
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Pedestrian Footway
Segregated Off-Road Cycle Lanes
On-Carriageway Cycle Provision

Future cycle and pedestrian links
to Morden Wharf site & riverside

5.6.2 The ambition is to greatly improve the
connection between the existing Thames Path
route which runs around the peninsula adjacent
to the river, and the heart of the Greenwich
Peninsula Development. It will provide a ‘cross
peninsula’ link for cyclists and pedestrians as
well as connecting to the transport hub at North
Greenwich Station.
Pedestrian Connections
5.6.3 The pedestrian connections will follow
the cycling alignments, and will be segregated
as far as possible. The link across the Boord
Street bridge will be greatly improved as the
new bridge will follow the desire line, will be
wider and will also include stairs which means
that pedestrians who chose to can use those
rather than the ramps, which are less steep to
accommodate cyclists and mobility impaired
users. This is a significant improvement over
the existing arrangement where stairs are not
provided and the ramps are narrower and
steeper.
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5.7 Next Steps
5.7.1 Consultation with the Boroughs and
adjacent landowners will be ongoing to refine the
perimeter treatments, and ensure that access
to surrounding land parcels is maintained at all
times, and works with any future regeneration
aspirations which are on a similar timeline to the
Silvertown Tunnel delivery are accommodated.

5.7.2 There will be further refinement of the
landscape at detailed design stages, although
the quantum and type of landscape will be in line
with the design principles.
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Portal & Building Design
6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 This chapter considers the permanent
structures associated with the Silvertown Tunnel
and describes the illustrative design for these
submitted with the application for development
consent.
6.1.2 Good design will reconcile this scheme
with its environment by creating facilities that
respond to their context. The value of and impact
on existing buildings, landscape and other
infrastructure have been key considerations from
the outset and have fed into decisions about site
extent and proposed interventions.
6.1.3 Central to the thinking behind the
illustrative designs is the intention to create an
architectural and engineering language that is
able to be read as uniquely belonging to the
Silvertown Tunnel. Expressing the dynamics
of movement, of dipping below ground level
and entering the tunnel are all experiences that
should be celebrated.
6.1.4 In addition, although each of the
portal structures have a different relationship
with the context within which they sit, there is
nevertheless a compelling story to be told about
how the buildings can be enjoyed by the way
they respond to the public realm.
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6.1.5 The portal structures therefore should
be a welcome addition to the streetscape as
much as they should be celebrated by the driver
using the tunnel allowing the architecture across
the portal structures and their accompanying
buildings to be read together.
6.1.6 While the Silvertown Portal nestles
into a constrained site between the Silvertown
Way and the Docklands Light Railway viaduct,
the Greenwich Portal sits immediately facing
Millennium Way: a primary north south feeder
road within the Greenwich peninsula whose
context and landscape will change dramatically
over the next few years. Despite the very
different contexts, each portal will have a
direct dialogue with its partner and establish
a presence that might be seen as a sculptural
object with an obligation to confidently assert a
‘roof elevation’ given that they will both be seen
from adjacent developments, looking down from
a greater height.
6.1.7 In the Reference and Illustrative
designs, the Portal, Control Centre and Ancillary
Service Buildings have been integrated with
sensitive consideration to existing contexts whilst
anticipating the changing future needs of each
site. Efficient site layouts have left adjacent land
free for potential future development, mainly
residential-led, mixed-use development.

6.1.8 Future-proofing the buildings, their
compounds and their settings has been integral
to the design process from the beginning, as
explained in Chapter 3. Because aspects of
the buildings’ use are likely to change over
time, like the technologies they contain, each
building is flexible; able to accommodate
changing requirements without major alteration,
and adaptable; able to be altered or extended
conveniently when necessary.
6.1.9 The building structure has significantly
informed its overall appearance, clearly
expressing its function and working well with
its setting. The use of high quality materials
and careful detailing minimises the need for
maintenance. Its appearance reflects the
purpose it serves, and this could be expressed
further by making the building’s internal workings
visible through glazed surfaces. Lighting will
further highlight aspects of the design at night.

6.2 Scheme Requirements
Common Elements
6.2.1 There are three common component
parts to the scheme at each end of the tunnel
and these comprise:
•
•

Portal Structure including retaining walls;
Tunnel Services Buildings housing
mechanical, electrical and fire suppression
accommodation; and

•

A Tunnel Services Compound sited within
operational land and containing the
services buildings and providing parking for
operational and maintenance vehicles.

6.2.2 In addition, there will be a Control Centre
at Silvertown which operates the tunnel systems
and services, as well as the portal specific
infrastructure.
6.2.3 In developing the design for tunnel
services buildings and their compounds,
consideration must be given to security.
6.2.4 Tunnel Services buildings are generally
located within a secure compound contained by
perimeter fencing. The Portal buildings however,
may have a presence on the public realm and
so this will require the security of the building
envelope to be given careful thought.
6.2.5 If necessary, Tunnel Services buildings
will be protected from hostile vehicles by the use
of suitable means, such as anti-ram-raid devices.
6.2.6 There are a number of ways in which
such devices may be provided, including
structured landscape profiling, planters or
bollards. The devices to be used should maintain
a clear legibility of the buildings, a sense of visual
open space and be sympathetic to the setting of
the buildings within their public realm. They shall
not impede movements on adjacent highways or
the public pavement.
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6.2.7 The design and position of each portal
and their associated buildings are determined by
both technical and contextual considerations.
6.2.8 Separate bores are proposed for the
north and south bound carriageways. The
alignment is governed by the need to get below
the River Thames while avoiding existing
foundations and utility infrastructure.
6.2.9 Projected traffic levels indicate the
tunnel will need ventilation jet fans in order to
manage air quality within the tunnel and around
the portals.
6.2.10 Anti-recirculation walls between the
tunnel’s bores would limit the degree to which
exhaust fumes exiting one bore would be drawn
back into the adjacent bore.
6.2.11 At each end of the tunnel a standalone
‘Head House’ will be required to provide
maintenance access to the tunnel inverts.
This will be located away from the main Portal
buildings and operational compound.
Silvertown Portal
6.2.12 The northern portal, at Silvertown, has
a longer tunnel approach road starting at Tidal
Basin roundabout that accommodates two
lanes of traffic in each direction. This site also
accommodates the Control Centre Building, for

use by staff responsible for overseeing the safe
operation and management of the tunnel.

PRBD.03

Greenwich Portal
6.2.13 The southern portal, at Greenwich
Peninsula, has a shorter tunnel approach road
with two traffic lanes in each direction. The site
will further accommodate a Portal Building,
similar to that at the Silvertown site, supported
by an Ancillary Services Building. The compound
also provides for water tanks to supply the tunnel
fire fighting systems, and these are located
below ground level.
6.2.14 The site is relatively confined and
threads into an area of the Greenwich peninsula
which is the subject of mixed use development. It
is with this in mind, the decision has been made
to locate the Control Centre at the Silvertown
site, whose area and environment are seen as
better suited.

PRBD.04

The detailed design of the Scheme
should allow for a range of
development scenarios to be realised
in the future. The detailed design of
the Scheme should avoid creating

PRBD.02

compound, portal buildings should,

design, making the function of the

by the statutory planning process,

where practicable, be used to

buildings clear and signifying their

the detailed design of the Scheme

edge the compound rather than

importance to the area. Buildings

proposals should seek to integrate

fences. In these cases the exposed

should, where practicable, be located

with the masterplan design where

façades should create a meaningful

over the portal and have appropriate

practicable and without prejudice to

relationship with the space.

architectural treatments that are fully

its functionality. Where masterplan

integrated into their design. Where

proposals on adjacent land have

practicable and appropriate all

been approved, TfL and the Project

buildings and the portal should be

Company should endeavour to work

combined into a single structure.

with stakeholders where reasonably

Where they are required, compound

The Tunnel Services Compounds

the road by vehicle users, the public

PRBD.10

should be located below ground where

Scheme construction to limit the need

practicable.

for maintenance. Materials that reflect

a Scheme wide common and
recognisable architectural language

are located.

the site specific contexts in which they

developed with reference to relevant
guidance on safety and security,
including Secured by Design, and

High quality and robust building
materials should be used in the

the value of the portal structures as

adjacent development.
The detailed design of the portal
and ancillary buildings should be

buildings.

the portal buildings, the water tanks

(where applicable) should have

PRBD.12

as well as the occupants of nearby

maintenance and replacement.

The new buildings and structures

optimal integration of the Scheme with

realm of cyclists and pedestrians,

and safe access to the equipment for

under utilised open space.
The building layouts should facilitate

secure long term place-making.

multiple viewpoints; particularly from

without compromising operability

In order to minimise the footprint of

possible and appropriate to ensure the

The design of buildings should
consider their appearance from

be minimised as far as possible

that is also capable of responding to

are of high design quality and should

PRBD.09

and Tunnel Service Buildings should

PRBD.07

Where an adjacent site masterplan
has been prepared and approved

context and adjacent uses.

PRBD.06

PRBD.11

should be of high quality architectural

of high quality and suitable for their
PRBD.05

The new buildings and structures

to the edge of the operational

constrained development sites or

the development of adjacent sites that

PRBD.08

boundary fences and walls should be

Common Design Principles
PRBD.01

Where public realm is adjacent

Portal & Building Design

in particular, the section describing
‘Resilient Design For Counter
Terrorism’.
PRBD.13

The detailed design of the portal
and ancillary buildings should be

civic buildings should be used. Local

developed such that all routine

materials and traditional building

maintenance of the buildings can

methods should inform the detailed

be undertaken from ground level

design of Scheme buildings where

and without the need to close the

appropriate.
PRBD.14

Silvertown Tunnel.
Tunnel head houses are to be
designed so that they can be
incorporated into future structures or
standalone in open space, as required.
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6.3

Illustrative Scheme - Silvertown

Figure 6.1 Permanent Structures - Silvertown Portal

Silvertown Design Principles

6.3.1 The illustrative scheme for the northern
portal comprises of three elements: the Portal
Structure, Tunnel Services Building, and the
Control Centre Building. These are enclosed by
an operational compound.
6.3.2

The location of the Control Centre

Building has been chosen to optimise future
development sites and minimise the visual
impact on existing and future uses, such as
residential, retail and leisure.
6.3.3 The Tunnel Services Building acts as
a marker to signal the entrance to the tunnel,
adjacent Silvertown Way and to the edge of the
Portal Structure. Seen together with its partner
building at the Greenwich portal, it seeks to
establish a strong identity for the Silvertown
Tunnel. The form of the building is sculpted to
integrate with the retaining walls that enclose
the road, creating a dynamic lead into the tunnel
from the start of the approach road.

Control Centre
Operational Land

6.3.4 The Tunnel Services Building is
designed to be viewed from multiple viewpoints,
most particularly from the new tunnel approach
road and Silvertown Way by vehicle users,
but also by cyclists and pedestrians along the
realigned Dock Road, DLR users and occupants
of nearby buildings.
Figure 6.2 Silvertown Site Plan
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Tunnel Services

Anti-Recirculation Wall
Operational Parking under
Silvertown Flyover sliproad

Building
Portal Structure

SILPO.01 If it is found that locating ancillary
buildings and uses adjacent to the
tunnel portal would impede the
optimum development of adjacent
development sites, the possibility
of locating buildings and other
uses under the Silvertown Way
slip road should be explored. This
would be subject to appropriate
access, maintenance, safety and
security requirements.
SILPO.02 The detailed design of the tunnel
portal and buildings should
facilitate high quality pedestrian
and cycle links between Royal
Victoria DLR and the proposed
Thames Wharf DLR stations.
SILPO.03 The detailed design of the tunnel
portal and buildings should not
compromise the existing link under
Silvertown Way (at the south of the
site) from the Royal Docks to Dock
Road and the proposed Thames
Wharf DLR station.
SILPO.04 The detailed design of the
approach road and portal structure
should not prevent the future
construction of a foot and cycle
bridge by a third party at a later
date over the portal approach in
between Dock Road, Silvertown
Way and Tidal Basin Roundabout.
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Figure 6.3 Silvertown Portal - Illustrative Site Plan

SILPO.05 The detailed design of the portal
structure should not prevent
the future provision of an
environmental canopy by a third
party over the portal at a later date,
in order to provide additional visual
screening of the road. This would
require all appropriate permissions
and additional air quality modelling.
Illustrative Site Plan
6.3.5 In the Illustrative Design, the portal and
retaining walls are finished in a manner that is
aesthetically pleasing, with acoustic surface
treatments. Tree planting and vegetation lines
the tunnel approach road up to the gantry. Like
the buildings, lighting further enhances and
highlights aspects of the design at night, drawing
the viewer’s attention to the tunnel entrance.
6.3.6 The Control Centre Building is located
further north, parallel to Silvertown Way and
accommodates all operational staff facilities and
the control room over two levels. Its architecture
is characterised by the same language that
defines the adjacent primary portal building and
their partner buildings on the Greenwich portal in
terms of both materials and geometries.

Silvertown Way (Flyover)

Control Centre

New Access Road

Operational Compound

l
Tunne

ach

Portal Building

Appro

Replacement Parking Spaces
for Waterfront Studios

Anti-recirculation
Wall
Acoustic wall

Dock
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u
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6.3.7 The operational compound is located
adjacent to and under the canopy of the Control
Centre Building and accessed by a proposed
road linked to the realigned Dock Road. This
junction is adjacent to the underpass from the
Crystal building. The land take and areas of hard
standing have been reduced as far as possible.
Provision is made for the possible later extension
of the link road to feed development, should this
occur, in the area immediately to the North West
between the compound and the roundabout.
Silvertown Portal - Ground Floor Plan
6.3.8 Additional operational compound space
has been located under the A1020, Silvertown
Way sliproad (see Figure 6.4). This spare
capacity utilises a generous but underused area
that frees a site beyond the compound, further
North West, for future development by others.
Non-essential control buildings may be located in
this area but are subject to agreement of access,
maintenance, safety and security arrangements.
6.3.9 The site and building arrangements have
been refined and organised to reduce impact
on neighbouring landowners and their future
development proposals. In particular, the Tunnel
Services Portal Building has been located so
as not to compromise sight lines between the
Silvertown Way pedestrian underpass and the
proposed Thames Wharf DLR station.
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Figure 6.4 Silvertown Portal Illustrative Design - Ground Floor Plan
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Figure 6.5 Silvertown Portal Illustrative Design - First Floor Plan

Portal & Building Design

Figure 6.6 Silvertown Portal Illustrative Design - Second Floor Plan

Control
Centre
Operational Vehicle
Compound

Operational Vehicle
Compound
Operational
Compound

Operational
Compound

Equipment
Room

Equipment
Room

Equipment
Room

Equipment
Room

Equipment
Room

Silvertown Portal - 1st Floor Plan
6.3.10 The first floor plan (Figure 6.5) shows an
additional level of Control Centre rooms, whilst
the lower portion a series of elliptical bio-diverse
roof areas.
6.3.11 The Portal Building is divided at its rear
to accommodate transformers and switch rooms.
Whilst its front could express a treble height
space or single floor galleries at each of its
three levels.

Silvertown Portal - 2nd Floor Plan
6.3.12 The Second Floor Plan (Figure
6.6) shows the complete bio-diverse roof
arrangement to the Control Centre. These could
be planted with different plant species to satisfy
the recommendations of the Silvertown Tunnel
BAP (Document Number: 6.3).

6.3.13 The Portal Building shows an additional
level of accommodation and the geometry of
the portal structure extending to its roof level,
and completing the glazed elevation facing the
approach road.

Next Steps
6.3.14 The illustrative design of all buildings
and associated portal structures have considered
the comments from public consultation,
stakeholder, third party and local authority
engagement, as well as those of an independent
design review panel.

6.3.15 The Project Company will commence
their own design development of the portals
and buildings, in accordance with the Design
Principles and the Requirements of the DCO
once granted.
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Silvertown Portal - Site Sections
6.3.16 The long section (Figure 6.7) shows a
north east facing view of the gradual descent
of the approach road into the tunnel. The
Portal Building and Structure have combined
geometries and the Control Centre stands alone,
parallel to Silvertown Way. The Portal Building
is proportionate in height to the Crystal building
nearby.

Figure 6.7 Illustrative Design - Long Section through the Tunnel Approach & Portal

Silvertown Way
Sliproad

Silvertown Tunnel Approach

Operational Compound

The Crystal

Control Centre

Silvertown Tunnel Entrance

New Access Road

Silvertown Way
Flyover

Figure 6.8 Illustrative Design - Cross Section through the Tunnel Approach

6.3.17 The cross section (Figure 6.8) shows
a south east facing view of where the portal
building and structure geometries merge. Access
to the operational vehicles compound is via a
new access road between the Control Centre
and Silvertown Way. The area between the
Portal Building and DLR viaduct shows space for
the realigned Dock Road and future development
potential.
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Silvertown Way
Flyover

Control Centre

Portal Building

Emirates Air Line

DLR Viaduct
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Figure 6.9 Illustrative Scheme - Aerial view looking East towards the Portal
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Silvertown Portal - Visualisation
6.3.18 The Silvertown Portal visualisation
(Figure 6.10) shows the tunnel approach road
descending beneath the Silvertown Portal
building, its structure merging with that of the
portal.

Figure 6.10 Illustrative Scheme - View looking East along the tunnel approach road to the Portal Building

9.
10.

11.

7.

6.

6.3.19 The operational compound access
road leads from the realigned New Dock Road,
parallel to the DLR viaduct and allowing for
potential future development. The buildings’
curved geometry contrasts with Silvertown Way
and that of the nearby Crystal building.

1.

4.
3.
2.

(1) Tunnel Services (Portal) Building
(2) Control Centre

4.

(3) Operational Compound
(4) Operational Area
(5) Tunnel Approach Road
(6) New Access Road
(7) Pedestrian & Cyclist Link to Dock Edge
(8) Realigned Dock Road
(9) DLR Viaduct
(10) A1020 Silvertown Way
(11) The Crystal and associated Public Realm
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Figure 6.11 Illustrative Scheme - View from realigned Dock Road

6.3.20 This view (Figure 6.11), looking north
from the realigned Dock Road, shows the
concrete flank structure that contains the tunnel
approach road, rising to set the framework for the
portal building envelope.
6.3.21 This composite form and its envelope is
designed to convey the dynamic characteristics
of the vehicle flow below and assert an equally
dynamic and intriguing building presence that
signals the tunnel entrance.
6.3.22 The architectural approach is similar to
that of the Greenwich Portal and so together,
establish a strong identity for the tunnel and its
importance within the city’s infrastructure.
6.3.23 The building envelope comprises a
matrix of aluminium and glass panels on a
diagonal grid that partly allows views in to offer
glimpses of the building’s workings to the passer
by.
6.3.24 An elliptical opening with clear glazing
is inserted at ground floor level that makes a
gesture in terms of scale and transparency to
respond to the adjacent public realm.
6.3.25 The Control Centre can be seen
between the Portal Building and Silvertown Way
behind to the right.
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Silvertown Portal - Visualisation
6.3.26 This view (Figure 6.12), looking northwest from the realigned Dock Road, shows the
principal portal building and the accompanying
Control Centre building to the right.
6.3.27 The operational compound sits
immediately to the north of the Control Centre
and this is supplemented with additional vehicle
parking provision contained under part of the
sliproad to the Silvertown Way above.
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Figure 6.12 Illustrative Scheme - View from realigned Dock Road
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Silvertown Portal - Visualisation
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Figure 6.13 Illustrative Scheme - Driver’s View of Portal Building and Structure

6.3.28 This image (Figure 6.13) shows
the driver’s eye perspective as seen when
approaching the tunnel entrance.
6.3.29 Conceptually, the design philosophy
seeks to seamlessly integrate the engineering
of the tunnel approach retention walls, with the
portal building itself, by the rising of the flank
walls into a diagonal structural frame that defines
the building form above.
6.3.30 By so doing, the experience of the tunnel
entrance commences from the moment the driver
begins on the tunnel approach.
6.3.31 The building form should convey the
dynamism of the vehicle movements and
celebrate the experience of descending below
Ground Level to cross the river.
6.3.32 One lane in each direction will be a
dedicated Bus and HGV lane.
6.3.33 The portal could be further animated by
advertising, information, public art and lighting
installations.
6.3.34 The Emirates Air Line can be seen in
the background.
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6.3.35 The adjacent image (Figure 6.14) is a
view looking east and shows the Portal Building
set within an illustrative future development
context . Adjacent areas of land are already
occupied by high–rise residential development,
such as the under construction ‘Hoola’ Towers,
and this will continue and grow, with a number of
consented schemes in the surrounding area. The
scheme extent clearly shows adjacent land for
potential future development; between the tunnel
approach road and the realigned Dock Road and
around the revised Tidal Basin roundabout.
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Figure 6.14 View looking East towards the Portal within an Illustrative Future Context

Silvertown Portal - Visualisation
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6.4

Illustrative Scheme - Greenwich

6.4.1 The illustrative scheme for the southern
portal comprises the Portal Structure, Tunnel
Services (Portal) Building, an Ancillary Tunnel
Services Building, and its operational compound.
6.4.2 The Portal Building is located between
Millennium Way and the Portal Structure and
together with its partner building at Silvertown,
acts as a strong marker for the tunnel. The form
of the building is sculpted to integrate with the
retaining walls that enclose the approach road.
6.4.3 The Portal Building is designed to
be viewed from multiple viewpoints, most
particularly the approach road by vehicle users,
cyclists and pedestrians along Millennium Way
and the occupants of nearby buildings.
6.4.4 Portal and retaining walls create a
dynamic lead into the tunnel from the curved and
descending approach road. They will be finished
in an aesthetically pleasing manner and acoustic
surface treatments will be explored where
feasible. Like the buildings, lighting may further
enhance and highlight aspects of the design at
night, drawing the viewer’s attention to the tunnel
entrance and the buildings above it.

6.4.5 The retaining walls that flank the
approach roads to the tunnel entrances on both
the north and south portals are seen as being
important elements that contribute to establishing
the whole ‘portal experience’. Most importantly
they are required to safely define the cut into
the ground plane but in addition, they should
be designed to be read as belonging to the
language of the tunnel portal. In so doing, the
experience of entering the tunnel commences at
the very beginning of the approach.

Portal & Building Design

Figure 6.15 Permanent Structures - Greenwich Peninsula Portal

6.4.6 Retaining walls will be profiled and
textured to offer acoustic attenuation and help
to contain traffic noise. Typically this is done by
creating a number of acoustic finishes over the
height of the walls, though additional acoustic
barriers above ground level may be added in a
Tunnel Services Building
manner complimentary to the walls below. TfL
are also currently trialling new innovative noise
reducing surfacing on the A12 which if successful
could be applied as part of the scheme.
6.4.7 Where maintenance allows
opportunities would also be explored to ‘green
the infrastructure’ including the retaining walls.
One such example is illustrated in the Materials
Reference Images section at the end of this
Chapter.

Greenwich Design Principles
GREPO.01 The massing of any built
development above the new
portal on the Greenwich
Peninsula should;
• Actively contribute to the
high quality pedestrian
environment on Millennium
Way through a high quality
elevational treatment
that lends interest to and
animates the local street
scene, and;
• Not intrude into the footway
on Millennium Way or impede
the planting of trees (by
others) along the kerb line.

Anti-recirculation Wall
Operational Compound

Tunnel Services
(Portal) Building

Portal Structure

GREPO.02 The location of the portal
building should not impede views
significantly from Edmund Halley
Way westwards to the River
Thames.

Figure 6.16 Greenwich Site Plan
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Figure 6.17 Greenwich Portal - Illustrative Site Plan
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Illustrative Site Plan
6.4.8 The Ancillary Tunnel Services Building,
further north and adjacent to the site designated
as a coach parking area in the 2015 Greenwich
Peninsula Masterplan, is characterised by the
same architectural language that defines the
adjacent portal building. Its biodiverse roof, part
of the extensive site wide biodiversity mitigation,
allows it to merge with the adjacent operational
compound tree and shrub planting.
6.4.9 The southern operational compound
is located around the Ancillary Tunnel Services
Building. Intelligent landscape design serves
to mitigate the impact of the scheme whilst
enhancing its setting and merges seamlessly
with tree planting proposals propsed in the 2015
Masterplan along Millennium Way.
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Ancillary Tunnel
Services
Building

02

6.4.11 The site and building arrangement has
been refined and organised to reduce and make
equal their impact on neighbouring landowners
and their future development proposals. In
particular, the Portal Building has been located
so as not to impede views from Edmund Halley
Way westwards to the River Thames.

Millennium Way

A1

6.4.10 The A102 flyover takes southbound
traffic from the existing Blackwall Tunnel and
forms an effective gateway for northbound traffic
entering the Silvertown Tunnel. At this point the
portal structure and associated buildings will fully
reveal themselves.

Proposed Coach Park
(2015 Peninsula Masterplan)

gasholder
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Greenwich Portal - Ground Floor Plan
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Figure 6.18 Greenwich Portal Illustrative Design - Ground Floor Plan

6.4.12 Immediately to the north of the Portal
Building, is the ancillary Tunnel Services Building
(see Figure 6.18). This is proposed to contain
transformers and equipment associated with the
fire fighting water tanks, which are contained at
below ground level but accessed from above. If
proven technically feasible, further investigations
may be carried out by the Project Company to
locate all ancillary services at this lower ground
level. In this eventuality, access to these services
would be by means of the hard shoulder adjacent
to the road before it enters the tunnel.

Millennium Way
Proposed Coach Park
(2015 Peninsula Masterplan)
Lift
Equipment
Room

Equipment
Room
Pumps

Equipment
Room

Circulation
Space

Equipment
Room

Equipment
Room

Operational
Compound

Equipment
Room
Pumps

Operational Vehicle
Compound
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Figure 6.20 Greenwich Portal Illustrative Design - Second Floor Plan

Figure 6.19 Greenwich Portal Illustrative Design - First Floor Plan
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Equipment
Room

Equipment
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WC

Greenwich Portal - 2nd Floor Plan
6.4.14 The Portal Building is divided to
accommodate service room requirements whilst
its frontage to Millennium Way would express
single floor galleries at each of its three levels.

6.4.15 The Operational Vehicle Compound
allows circumnavigation of the Ancillary Services
Building and parking for six vehicles. The area is
flanked by tree planting that connects with those
along Millennium Way. The portal and services
building can be easily maintained from this area.

Comms and
Radio
Operational
Compound

Operational Vehicle
Compound

Greenwich Portal - 1st Floor Plan
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Control /
Mess

Operational
Compound

Operational Vehicle
Compound

6.4.13 The first floor plan (Figure 6.19) shows
the complete bio-diverse roof arrangement on
the ancillary Tunnel Services Building. These
areas could be planted with different species to
conform to the recommendation of the Silvertown
Tunnel BAP.

Circulation
Space

Lift

6.4.16 The Portal Building shows an additional
level of accommodation and the geometry of the
portal structure extending to its roof level.
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Greenwich Portal - Site Sections
6.4.17 The long section (Figure 6.21) shows a
North – West facing view of the approach road’s
gradual descent into the tunnel. The Portal
Building and structure geometries are combined
and the Ancillary Services Building appears
behind. The portal building is proportionate,
in height, to the consented 2015 masterplan
proposal across Millennium Way and may
be glimpsed from the A102 Blackwall Tunnel
Approach road.

6.4.18 The cross section (Figure 6.22) shows a
North-East facing view of the Silvertown Tunnel
entrance, where the Portal Building and Structure
geometries merge. Access to the Operational
Compound is behind the Ancillary Services

Portal & Building Design

Figure 6.21 Illustrative Design - Long Section through the Tunnel Approach & Portal

A102 Blackwall Tunnel
Approach Road
(Southbound)

Silvertown Tunnel Approach

Operational Compound

Silvertown Tunnel Entrance

Portal Building

Millennium Way

2015
Masterplan

Figure 6.22 Illustrative Design - Cross Section through the Tunnel

Operational Compound

Ancillary Services
Building

Portal Building

Millennium Way

Building, from Silvertown Way. The area to the
right of the portal building shows part of the
gasholder site that is available for potential future
development.

Silvertown Tunnel Entrance
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Figure 6.22 Illustrative Scheme - View looking North towards the Greenwich Portal
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Greenwich Portal - Visualisation
6.4.19 This view (Figure 6.23) shows the
approach road diving beneath the Greenwich
Portal Building. The retaining walls that contain
the road are profiled to link in seamlessly with the
structure that crowns the tunnel and supports the
building above. The accompanying operational
compound sits adjacent on the north side and
this contains an ancillary services building. The
proposal is to set this in its site flanked by tree
planting similar to that planned for Millennium
Way. Immediately to the north again, is an area
designated for coach parking in the consented
2015 Greenwich Peninsula masterplan.
6.4.20 Atop both buildings are a series of
bio-diverse roof areas, planted to meet the
requirements of the Silvertown Tunnel BAP.
In the foreground and at high level, traffic
travels along the A102 southbound, providing a
glimpsed view of and into the portal building.

Portal & Building Design

Figure 6.23 Illustrative Scheme - View looking North-East towards Greenwich Portal with Millennium Way beyond

6.

1.

7.
2.

4.

3.

6.4.21 This view (Figure 6.24), looking west
(1) Portal Building
(2) Ancillary Services Building

5.

5.

(3) Secure Operational Compound
(4) Operational Area
(5) Tunnel Approach Road
(6) Consented 2015 Masterplan Buildings
(7) Proposed 2015 Greenwich Peninsula
Masterplan Coach Parking area
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Greenwich Portal - Visualisation
from Millennium Way, provides an oblique
pedestrians eye-level view of the portal building.
Its scale is comparable to the consented 2015
Greenwich Peninsula masterplan scheme
buildings across Millennium Way. Tree planting
stops immediately in front of the buildings and
compound, but then continues beyond.
6.4.22 The Portal Building’s elliptical entrance
feature cuts into the glazed envelope at ground
level and above the workings are visible.
6.4.23 The architectural approach is similar
to that of the Silvertown Portal and so together,
establish a strong identity for the tunnel and its
importance within the city’s infrastructure.
6.4.24 The building envelope comprises a
matrix of aluminium and glass panels on a
diagonal grid that partly allows views in to offer
glimpses of the building’s workings to the passer
by.
6.4.25 The ancillary Tunnel Services Building
can be seen beyond within the Operational
Compound.
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Figure 6.24 Illustrative Scheme - View From Millennium Way
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Greenwich Portal - Visualisation
6.4.26 This view (Figure 6.25), looking South
from Edmund Halley Way, provides an oblique
pedestrians eye view of the portal building with
the East Greenwich Gas Works gas holder in
the background. The building’s elliptical entrance
feature contrasts with the fine tracery of glass
and aluminium that clads the main envelope.

Portal & Building Design

Figure 6.25 View From Edmund Halley Way

6.4.27 The ancillary Tunnel Services Building
can be seen to the right of the portal building and
is flanked by trees.
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Greenwich Portal - Visualisation
6.4.28 This view looking north (Figure 6.26),
shows the scheme proposal in an illustrative
future context. It depicts the consented 2015
masterplan for the Greenwich Peninsula, as
well as suggesting how adjacent sites could be
developed.
6.4.29 Land to the other side of the Greenwich
Peninsula is already under construction and
it is anticipated areas closer to the Greenwich
Portal will quickly follow. The visualisation clearly
illustrates how land adjacent to the portal could
be developed in future.
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Figure 6.26 View looking North towards the Portal within an Illustrative Future Context
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Greenwich Portal - Visualisation

Portal & Building Design

Figure 6.27 Driver’s view of the Greenwich Portal Building and Services

6.4.30 This image (Figure 6.27) shows
the driver’s eye perspective as seen when
approaching the tunnel entrance. Conceptually,
the design philosophy seeks to seamlessly
integrate the engineering of the tunnel approach
retention walls, with the portal building itself,
by the rising of the flank walls into a diagonal
structure that defines the building form above.
6.4.31 The building’s form should convey
the dynamism of the vehicle movements and
celebrate the experience of descending below
ground level to cross the river.
6.4.32 In the illustrative designs, the top
horizontal layer of the retaining walls is sculpted
and textured to curve across the width of the
carriageways and form the structural beam
across the portal, thereby integrating the walls
with the portal and its building above. At the
top of the retaining walls, acoustic barriers are
seamlessly integrated into the structure to create
visual continuity of the surface.
6.4.33 One lane in each direction will be a
dedicated Bus and HGV Lane.
6.4.34 The portal could be further animated by
advertising, information, public art and
lighting installations.
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6.5

Illustrative Design - Head Houses

6.5.1 The head houses are small structures
located at surface level through which access
can be gained to the tunnels below. (See Figure.
6.28 - 6.29)

Figure 6.28 Head House 3d Visual from street level

6.5.2 One such head house will be located
on both sides of the tunnel, directly above the
tunnel boring machine launch chambers. The
building is designed to contain stairs, and a
maintenance access lift in addition to the vertical
utilities riser. In plan dimensions, this equates to
approximately 10m x 5m in plan and 4m in height
(See Figure. 6.30).
6.5.3 Their final locations will be determined
in relation to the location of the launch chambers
and any local developments. This allows some
thought to be given about how best to locate and
align the buildings at ground level.

Figure 6.29 Head House 3D Visual

Figure 6.30 Head House Plan

6.5.4 The permitted envelope within which the
Head House shall be sited, sits directly above
the tunnel alignment (See Figure. 6.31).

6.5M
Utilites Riser

13.5M

Maintenance Access Lift
Access Stairs
Hardstanding for Vehicle
Maintenance access
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Silvertown Head House
6.5.5 Although there is no consented
masterplan for this site (see Figure 6.31), it
is likely that a green amenity space will be
established under the route of the Emirates Air
Line.

Portal & Building Design

Figure 6.31 Illustrative Location of Silvertown Head House

Tunnel Portal with Services Building
above
ROYAL
VICTORIA
DOCK

VE
SIL

6.5.6 The Head House may be incorporated
into the landscape, incorporated as a ground
level component of a larger building development
or established as a free standing pavilion. For
the purposes of this illustrative design, a pavilion
building type is shown sited on the edge of a
green landscape space where vehicle access is
also possible.

OW
RT

Re-located Dock Road

N

Broken lines indicate the alignment of
the Tunnel below

Y
WA

DLR Viaduct
Broken red line box defines the
illustrative permitted area within which
the Head House shall be located.

6.5.7 The masterplan context shown in Figure
6.32 is illustrative and has no planning status

Illustrative Head House location
Figure 6.32 Illustrative Location of Silvertown Head
N
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VE
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House as part of possible future masterplan scheme
Y
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R
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S
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A
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R
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Greenwich Head House

Figure 6.33 Illustrative location of Greenwich Head House

6.5.8 The permitted envelope within which
the Head House shall be sited, sits along the
route of Edmund Halley Way. Here, the future
context is known, in broad terms, as it is within
the consented 2015 Greenwich Peninsula
Masterplan.

Broken lines indicate the alignment of
the Tunnel below
Head House
(Location shown illustratively)

LEN

MIL

6.5.9 As can be seen in the adjacent image
(Figure 6.33), the red line that defines the zone
within which the Head House shall be located,
overlaps in part with a landscaped park area as
denoted within the consented masterplan.

AY
MW

NIU

6.5.10 Given that the Head House may be
incorporated into the landscape, incorporated
as a ground level component of a larger building
development or established as a free standing
pavilion, any one of the three strategies could
successfully be adopted that in this instance.

ND

HA

AY
W

U
DM

E

A102

6.5.11 For the purposes of this illustrative
scheme, a pavilion building type is shown sited
on the edge of the green landscape space where
vehicle access is also possible.

LL

EY

Broken red line box defines the
illustrative permitted area within which
the Head House shall be located.

Proposed 2015 Masterplan Coach Park

Tunnel Portal with Services
Building above
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6.6 Reference Images
6.6.1 The reference images shown here and
in the following pages are included for these
reasons:-

1

2

3

4

• To give an indication of how similar existing
tunnels and their accompanying buildings
have been handled in the past, both in the
UK and abroad.

• To illustrate structures and materials that
have influenced the way in which the
illustrative designs incorporated here have
been conceived.

• To give an indication of opportunities that
remain to influence the designs as they
develop further.

5

Portal Buildings
(1) Selfridges Store Birmingham
A sculptural building with a dynamic cladding showing how an introverted building projects a strong
public presence.
(2) The Broad Contemporary Art Museum, Los Angeles
An introverted and mysterious but expressive building envelope with dynamic geometries can
contribute to the streetscape.
(3) Former Financial Times Printworks, London
This demonstrates how a utilitarian building function responds positively to the street by celebrating
the machinery, visible through the glazed facade.
(4) Liverpool University Energy Centre
Diamond-patterned aluminium cladding profiled to permit ventilation at any point.
(5) Zaragoza Bridge, Spain
The expression of the structural strategy characterises the architectural expression.
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2

1

3

The Portal Approach
(1) Port Miami Tunnel Portal
This portal is seamlessly integrated with the retaining walls that contain the tunnel approach
(2) Coen Tunnel Portal, Amsterdam
The tunnel entrance is marked with a bold structure that becomes a strong visual marker in the city
and the identity for the tunnel.
(3) Brisbane Tunnel Portal
A bold tunnel entrance that makes an architectural feature of the acoustic canopy.
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1

3

4

2

Ancillary Services Building
(1) Olympic Park Energy Centre, London
The ‘building as a machine’. Little fenestration is incorporated in this building and yet it successfully
asserts a bold and positive presence within its setting.
(2) Office Building Facade, Hills Place, London
The supporting services buildings should be designed as part of the portal buildings family and
be detailed to convey a similar dynamic aesthetic suggested by the portal building and the tunnel
entrance.
(3) Tidal Pumping Station, Royal Docks, London
A strictly utilitarian building with no occupancy can nevertheless contribute a vibrant presence to the
public realm
(4) Pudding Mill Lane Pumping Station, London
Another example of a utilitarian building whose workings are made visible, legible and colourful to
celebrate its purpose.
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1

3

4

2

Materials
(1) The Broad Contemporary Art Museum, Los Angeles
This facade combines pre-cast concrete segment assembly with glazing behind. The way in which
the equipment occupying the portal buildings is ventilated may adopt such an approach.
(2) Selfridges Store, Birmingham
An entrance through an abstract building envelope that allows a controlled view of the workings
within.
(3) Public Toilets Building, Uster, Switzerland
Interlocking aluminium sections assert a sculptural and abstract facade that keeps the more
pragmatic ventilation louvres out of sight.
(4) The Broad Contemporary Art Museum, Los Angeles
This twin layered facade allows a partial shielding to the world of the contents of the building whilst
permitting natural light to penetrate.
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1

3

2

4
Materials
(1) Bioreceptive Concrete Panel- Prototype
Research is currently being conducted into a new type of concrete that captures rainwater to create living walls of moss and fungi. This approach might
be explored with a view to its application on the tunnel approach retaining walls and adjacent infrastructure.
(2) Simulation of a bio-concrete facade at the University of Catalunya in Barcelona
This simulation shows the propagation of moss over the concrete panel clad building facade
(3) Bioreceptive Concrete Panel - Prototype
The bio-concrete material can combine the ‘bioreception’ with a sculpting of the concrete to establish a dynamic assembly of panels that is uniquely
applied to the portal approaches and nestles the engineering gently into the urban landscape.
(4) Biological Concrete Facade Panel
The concrete contains a biological layer that collects and stores rainwater, providing a moist growing environment where microalgae, fungi, lichens and
mosses can thrive. A waterproof layer separates the organisms from the inner structural part of the concrete, while an outer layer acts in reverse, allowing
rainwater in and preventing it from escaping.
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07
Scheme Integration
7.1 Introduction
7.2 Local Pedestrian & Cycle Improvements - Silvertown
7.3 Local Pedestrian & Cycle Improvements - Greenwich Peninsula
7.4 Boord Street Pedestrian & Cycle Bridge - Illustrative Design
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Scheme Integration
7.1 Introduction

Figure 7.1 Potential pedestrian and cycling improvement projects on the edge and outside of the DCO boundary

7.1.1 Alongside the core pedestrian and
cyclist elements of the Illustrative Design, TfL are
developing a package of additional works which
would help to further integrate
the Scheme into
••
its local context, and improve connectivity in the
surrounding areas. These would be particularly
targeted at improvements for pedestrians and
cyclists, to improve their access to the Emirates
Air Line, which is the primary cross-river
connection for these users.

1

••

2

Custom
House

••

3

Royal
Victoria

Emirates
Royal Docks

ROYAL VICTORIA DOCKS

7.1.2 TfL has been working with the boroughs
and other stakeholders to identify the most
appropriate way to ensure this range of
associated improvements can be realised.

RIVER THAMES

4

7.2 Local Pedestrian & Cycle
Improvements - Silvertown
7.2.1 The Silvertown Tunnel project would
enhance pedestrian and cycle provision within
the site boundary. However there are also a
number of projects on the edge or outside of
the boundary that would help to create a better
connected and more consistent pedestrian and
cycle network.
7.2.2

On the north, TfL is currently working

with LB Newham to find ways to improve these
connections. Figure 7.1 highlights a number of
potential Schemes that are being considered
to ensure the new street network is fully
integrated into its surroundings. These are being
considered outside of the DCO application.
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West
••
Silvertown

1

Lower Lea Crossing: In response to concerns raised by LB Newham during consultation regarding existing pedestrian and cycle provision on the Lower Lea Crossing, TfL
would explore such improvements as part of a Development Infrastructure Funding (DIF) Study for the Royal Docks OAPF. This would consider options including environmental
improvements, increasing the width of the cycle way and adjusting levels of segregation. TfL would also consider providing a financial contribution to the implementation of an
appropriate scheme.

2

DLR bridge: The current footbridge over the DLR tracks from Tidal Basin Road to Victoria Dock Road connects the residential areas to the north to the EAL, however it is
unsuitable for cyclists. TfL would therefore consider funding improvements to this bridge in order to allow cyclists to use it more easily.

3

Tidal Basin Road: TfL are working with LB Newham to investigate improvements to the environment for pedestrians and cyclists at Tidal Basin Road, in particular providing
off-carriageway cycle routes.

4

North Woolwich Road: As a result of improvements to Tidal Basin Road and Dock Road a fully segregated cycle lane will connect the Isle of Dogs and Poplar to the stretch of
North Woolwich Road that runs adjacent to Silvertown Way. However at this point cyclists would then need to re-join the carriageway until West Silvertown DLR station where
and off carriageway provision exists. To help close this gap TfL would consider providing a contribution to the implementation of an off carriageway cycle way along North
Woolwich Road between Dock Road and West Silvertown DLR.

••
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7.3 Local Pedestrian & Cycle
Improvements - Greenwich
Peninsula

Figure 7.2

Diagram showing how the A102 road currently severs links across the Greenwich Peninsula

Figure 7.3

Scheme Integration

Diagram showing the longer term role of the proposed bridge for pedestrian & cycle links

7.3.1 The proposed Boord Street Pedestrian
and Cycle bridge replaces the current concrete
footbridge that crosses the A102 Blackwall
Tunnel Approach Road. This existing bridge will
be demolished to allow for the widening and
realignment of the main highway.
7.3.2 To enhance connectivity, both physical
and visual, the location of the new bridge will be
approximately 40m further south. This is to align
more directly with the axis of Boord street and be
visible from Millennium Way.
7.3.3 In this way, the bridge will play a
critically important role in connecting the existing
pedestrian and cycle network across the
Greenwich Peninsula. it will also help to provide
a connection to its key open spaces, namely
the River Thames, Central Park and Greenwich
Peninsula Ecology Park.
7.3.4 At present the west of the Greenwich
Peninsula is given over to light industrial,
commercial and wharf side uses. However,
the area will continue to undergo extensive
regeneration, particularly for residential use.
c.13,000 homes, offices and service space will
change the nature of this area dramatically and
increase the need for improving cyclist and
pedestrian connectivity.

Existing Boord Street Bridge
A102 Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road

7.3.5 The diagram above (see Figure 7.2)
illustrates the nature of the peninsula’s ongoing regeneration. The consented masterplan
however does not cover the area to the west of
Boord Street bridge. In future years this area may
be developed.

Proposed Boord Street Bridge

7.3.6
The proposed replacement bridge will play an
important role in the link across the width of
the peninsula, currently divided by the vehicle
dominated nature of the highly trafficked
Blackwall Tunnel Approach Road

7.3.7 Figure 7.3 illustrates the key role that
the proposed bridge will play in the network of
pedestrian and cycle links across the peninsula.
Little is known about the future plans for the area
on the west side of the Approach Road and how
future masterplanning will shape this context.

7.3.8 The new bridge therefore is proposed
to be adaptable such that stairs and ramps can
be reconfigured in the future to respond more
specifically to its future setting.
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Boord Street Pedestrian and Cycle Bridge - Design Principles
BRDFB.01

The approaches to the bridge
should be designed to take
into account all committed
regeneration proposals on
adjacent sites and pay due
consideration to emerging
proposals.

BRDFB.05

The bridge should be designed
for the predicted level of
usage based on the traffic
generation of known committed
developments and should
consider the impact of emerging
regeneration proposals.

BRDFB.02

The approaches and central
span should be structurally
independent to allow
modification of the stairs and
ramps at a later date. This
could facilitate improved
pedestrian and cyclist
movement and integration
with adjacent development
sites subject to all appropriate
permissions.

BRDFB.06

The bridge should be designed
in such a way that a step free
access route is maintained
during construction and
operation.

BRDFB.07

The bridge and approach
structures should not
compromise fire service access
and egress to the existing
Studio 338 or Brenntag Site.

The bridge should be aligned
with Boord Street visible from
Millennium Way.

BRDFB.08

The central span should have
no intermediate supports.

BRDFB.09

The bridge should be designed
as a landmark structure,
optimising and signalling its
importance as the link between
the east and west sides of the
Greenwich Peninsula.

BRDFB.03

BRDFB.04
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The bridge should be fully
accessible for cyclists and
pedestrians, and meet TfL
standards.

BRDFB.10

In developing the detailed
design for the bridge access
ramps, thought should be given
to shielding the ramp approach,
in part, from the A102 Blackwall
Tunnel Approach Road and the
accompanying high volumes of
traffic.

BRDFB.11

The detailed design of the
Scheme should enable the
bridge to be constructed and
maintained without need to
close the critical highway link
that it crosses. In developing
the detailed design of the
bridge, careful consideration
should be given to the selection
of materials, their finishes
and the manner in which they
are assembled, such that
maintenance is minimised.
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7.4 Boord Street Pedestrian & Cycle
Bridge - The Illustrative Design
7.4.1 The new bridge will be wide enough to
accommodate two way cycle and pedestrian
movements on the main span and accessed
by both a stair and ramp assembly. The new
location and alignment will make it more
accessible for users and more legible from
adjacent movement corridors.
7.4.2 As part of the design process a number
of strategic configurations for the crossing were
investigated by the design team with a focus on
improving pedestrian and cyclist movement with
as little interruption to the natural forward flow
as possible. Four configurations were assessed
against a criteria of constructability, programme
integration and user experience. The illustrative
scheme to the right shows the chosen approach.
7.4.3 The illustrative bridge design is aligned
such that it can be easily seen from its approach
westwards along Boord Street from Millennium
Way. The ramps and stairways land as close
together as the site geometry will allow.
7.4.4 The landscape design has focused on
two specific issues: firstly the desire to maintain
access to the existing Studio 338 nightclub

access to this building via a shared surface area
at the base of the bridge ramps and stairs. To
enable this an existing row of mature plane trees
screening the Evening Standard Depot, will need
to be removed (see Figure 7.5). Their roots,
lifting the adjacent pavement surface at present
(see Figure 7.6), will be severely affected. The
trees will be replaced by substantial and more
appropriate planting, nearer to the site boundary
(see Figure 7.7). More information is available in
the Chapter 5 of this Design & Access Statement.

Scheme Integration

Figure 7.4

Birds eye view of illustrative design for replacement Boord Street Pedestrian & Cycle Bridge

Figure 7.5

The circular ramp that accesses the existing bridge, with existing

7.4.5 The second aspect of the landscape
design is the paved areas around the base of
each ramp, which are designed to be integrated
with the surrounding urban areas and on Boord
Street in particular, to guide pedestrians and
cyclists towards the crossing when approaching
from The O2 and wider peninsula locations.
7.4.6 In giving thought to the design of the
bridge, it must be recognised that the future
context around both abutments, is not known.
The Morden Wharf site on the east side is the
subject of current masterplanning studies, though
the details of this are not known at the time of the
DCO submission. Other sites such as Brenntag
will remain in industrial use.

Figure 7.6

The existing trees adjacent to the current bridge

trees behind.

which is adjacent to the road corridor on the
eastern side. The proposed design will allow
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7.4.10 The proposed arrangement allows
for the continued use of the existing bridge
throughout the construction period. However,
it will be necessary to phase the demolition
of the existing bridge in order to put in place
a temporary access ramp whilst the existing
circular ramp is demolished.
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7.4.9 In response to land ownership, the
ramps run parallel to the A102 Blackwall
Tunnel southern approach road with stairways
addressing existing and future thoroughfares. In
keeping with best practice, every effort has been
made to arrange the stairs and ramps to land as
close together as possible.

Site Plan Showing Proposed Bridge within existing context

e Gantr

7.4.8 Central to the thinking behind the
illustrative design therefore, is the proposal to
structure the main bridge deck independently
to allow for future adaptation of stairs and
ramps. This way, there will be no unnecessary
disturbance caused to road users when such
works are carried out by others as part of any
such redevelopments.

Figure 7.7

Signag

7.4.7 On the west side, it is clear that no
masterplanning/ redevelopment is likely to
materialise within the near future. In time,
however, an entirely new context will be
developed, in line with the already consented
2015 masterplan for the Peninsula, east of
Millennium Way.

New bridge
stairs

New bridge
ramps
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7.4.11 The design has also been developed
recognising the need to ensure construction and
maintenance does not impact the vital strategic
highway link below.

Figure 7.8

Scheme Integration

View towards the Bridge from Boord Street

The Bridge Approach
7.4.12 The experience of crossing the A102
road corridor as a cyclist or pedestrian has been
carefully considered. The new bridge would
create a direct, safe and deliberate link between
neighbourhoods in a way that contributes to
regeneration and placemaking.
7.4.13 Central to the Illustrative Design is the
creating of undulating flank balustrade walls to
the bridge. These undulations are established
with a rhythm that adopts the ‘frequency’ of the
three main carriageways below.
7.4.14 Lighting will ensure the bridge has
presence and legibility at night and its width
ensures the bridge feels like an important piece
of infrastructure.
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Future Adaptation of the Bridge
7.4.15 When the bridge is first constructed,
the initial site context and constraints brought
about by adjacent land ownership, prevents the
configuration of a single direct access stair to the
bridge on both abutments.
7.4.16 It is proposed, therefore, that the
structural diagram for the bridge and its assembly
detailing allow for the future replacement of the
initial stairs in order to fully optimise the bridges
opportunity to engage with the evolving site
contexts on either side (see Figure 7.9).
7.4.17 The details of future adjacent
developments are not known at this stage,
but it is expected that an enhanced area of
public realm will materialise around the bridge
abutments.
7.4.18 The Bridge is proposed to be structured
entirely independently from its access stairs
and ramps. This allows for the future removal
of the stairs and their replacement with a stair
equal in width to the main bridge deck and with a
single directional group of stair flights orientated
towards the pedestrian’s desire line.
7.4.19 Figure 7.10 illustrates this possible
future adaptation. Further enhancements to the
public realm in which it sits are also likely.
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Figure 7.9

Site Plan Showing Proposed Bridge within Future 20 year + context

07

Figure 7.10

Scheme Integration

View towards the Bridge from Boord Street Approach within Future 20 year + context
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Sustainability and Environment
8.1 Introduction
8.1.1 The envisaged design incorporates
sustainable design principles that will guide the
detailed design stages of the Scheme.
8.1.2 The following sections provide a
summary of the Sustainability and Environmental
Statements submitted as part of the DCO
application (PINS Document Reference
Numbers: 6.9 and 6.1) and show how the
Scheme will ensure sustainability in the five
themes of the TfL sustainability toolkit: .economic
progress; climate change; safety and security;
quality of life; and transport for all.

Figure 8.1 TfL’s Sustainability Framework

Improving Accessibility

Economic Progress
Creating public value and

Tackle Climate Change

maximising benefit per £

Provide transport

Adapting to changing climate

invested

to enable access to

Protecting assets / services

employment, goods and

Resource efficiency

Achieving best whole life cost
Continued funding

Quality of Life
Improving journey experience
Enhancing the built & natural
environment
Improving noise impacts
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Transport for All

services

Safety & Security
Reducing crime & antisocial
behaviour
Improving safety
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SUEN.01

SUEN.02

SUEN.03

Where feasible the design of
buildings permanent structures
should consider the inclusion of
low zero carbon technology such
as solar photovoltaic panels
to reduce carbon emissions
resulting from operation of the
Scheme.
The detailed design of the
Scheme should ensure that
the species selected for
the permanent landscaping
should be native and of local
provenance and opportunities
to introduce brownfield
habitat should be maximised.
All landscaping should be
designed in accordance with the
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP)
in the Environment Statement
Appendices (PINS Document
Reference: 6.3)
Opportunities to introduce
Green Infrastructure design
including biodiversity roofs
and sustainable living walls
should be considered within the
building design and Scheme
landscaping.

SUEN.04

All habitats that cannot be
replaced on site should be
offset to ensure there is an
overall net gain in biodiversity.
The loss has been monetised
through Natural Capital
Valuation and should be
provided offsite in accordance
with the Scheme specific BAP
in the Environment Statement
Appendices (PINS Document
Reference: 6.3)

8.2 Sustainability
Economic Progress
8.2.1 The Scheme will have an overall
positive economic effect on Greater London
as a whole, through direct and indirect
employment generation, improving access to
employment opportunities for residents and
improving connectivity between employment
areas. The Scheme will enable the provision of
new cross-river bus services offering improved
public transport links in south east London. It
will improve journey time reliability for all road
users, by reducing congestion and by reducing
the number of incidents that currently occur
at the Blackwall Tunnel that cause delays and
unpredictability in the operation of the road
network.

8.2.2

The potential economic benefits are:

• Decreased business costs as a result of
reduced routine congestion caused by the
Blackwall Tunnel. This will have a positive
effect on reliability, reducing delays and
disruptions to business operations.

• Better access to labour market for both
employers and employees, creating more job
opportunities on both sides of the river.

• Better cross-river connectivity for visitors and
customers using retail or leisure facilities.
This will have a positive effect on local
businesses providing good opportunities for
the companies to develop and grow.

• Improved cross-river connectivity will
encourage investment in the surrounding
areas by making them more accessible and
attractive for developers.
Climate Change
Energy and carbon

Sustainability and Environment

• Powering down of equipment/plant when not
in use.

• Ensuring all vehicles and machinery are
serviced at recommended intervals to
guarantee optimum engine efficiencies and
reduce waste energy.

• Using fuel-efficient plant, machinery and
vehicles.

• Deploying correctly sized generators for
electrical provision on-site.

powered generators and instead using mains
electricity or battery powered equipment.

8.2.6 Water consumption will be reduced
through the following measures:

• Selection and specification of equipment to
8.2.4 The Scheme design will also optimise
energy performance and CO2 emissions during
the operational phase through:

• The use of enhanced levels of insulation and
high efficiency glazing at the portal buildings.

• High efficiency cooling systems.
• Building management system (BMS) and
sub-metering strategy.

• The use of high intensity LED lighting, in

accordance with TfL’s new energy efficient
8.2.3 A number of measures have been
lighting programme.
looked at to reduce energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions during the operational • Energy awareness schemes and efficient
asset handover
and construction phase. As set out in the Code
of Construction Practice, the principal options
Flood risk and water consumption
during construction include:

• Minimising the use of diesel or petrol

control measures are installed to all outfalls.. In
addition, a Flood Warning and Evacuation Plan,
linked into the Environment Agency’s advanced
flood warning service has been produced
covering both the construction and operational
phases and is included in Volume 3, Appendix
16.C of the ES (Document Number: 6.3.16.3).

8.2.5 The drainage system will be designed
to account for 30% climate change allowance to
reduce future flood risk and will ensure pollution

reduce the amount of water required;

• Water reduction initiatives;
• Installation of a water meter with a pulsed
output on the mains supplies; and

• Leak detection system with an audible signal
when a leak is detected.
Safety & Security
8.2.7 The Scheme’s envisaged design will
seek to design out crime and to help people
feel safe when using the Scheme’s envisaged
pedestrian and cycle facilities including the Boord
Street footbridge. As set out in Chapter 9.4, the
design of the tunnel will incorporate a range of
security measures through the layout, lighting,
alarm, closed-circuit television (CCTV) coverage
and signage used to reduce the potential and
perception of crime.
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8.2.8 Safety and security during construction
have been taken into account. Specific measures
include the provision of safety barriers to
segregate the workforce from the travelling
public, monitoring journey times and traffic
behaviour, removing conflicting road markings
and using variable message signs to give route
and journey time information.
8.2.9 The lighting design will seek to reduce
the risk of accidents and help to prevent crime
and the fear of crime. This would be balanced
with the need to produce high quality attractive
design, reduce light pollution and promote
terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity.
8.2.10 Further information on lighting can be
found Further information can be found in the
Design Principles (PINS Documnt Reference
Number: 7.4) and Chapter 9 of this DAS.
Quality of Life
8.2.11 The Scheme landscape design will
contribute positively to the development of the
area in terms of visual amenity. The design
includes a varied and visually interesting
combination of trees and herbaceous plants,
including wildflower meadow planting, which will
be based on the planting pallet set out in the
Silvertown Tunnel BAP (Document Number: 6.3).
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This will enhance the urban realm and improve
the quality of life of the local residents.
8.2.12 At the northern portal, where at-grade
pedestrian and cycle links are incorporated, the
design includes areas of green space and brings
together areas of hard surfacing with clusters of
tree planting and vegetation. This will enhance
the urban realm and improve the quality of life of
the local residents.
8.2.13 New job opportunities and improved
accessibility to jobs will provide benefits with
regard to health and well-being. Physical and
mental health will be improved as a result
of reduced risk of road accidents, relieved
congestion and reduced flood risk. The reduction
in incidents currently occurring in the Blackwall
Tunnel will also have a strong positive impact
on drivers’ perception of safety. The Scheme
will improve the certainty of journey times and
therefore is likely to reduce driver stress.
Transport for All
8.2.14 Whilst the existing Boord Street
footbridge would be demolished as part of the
works, a new permanent pedestrian and cycle
bridge including access ramps would be installed
before the old bridge is removed to allow for
continuous access. Pedestrian access to

properties on Tunnel Avenue will be maintained
during the construction works, and vehicular
access would be provided for local businesses
to maintain business continuity (as set out in the
CoCP) (Document Number: 6.10).
8.2.15 Where temporary road closures are
required to facilitate construction of the Scheme,
suitable alternative routes will be identified for
all users including pedestrians and cyclists,
with clear signage provided to assist users’
wayfinding. It is considered that with these
mitigation measures in place, accessibility will not
be significantly affected during the construction of
the Scheme.
8.2.16 A key factor for the Scheme is the
degree to which it improves accessibility and
connectivity to and from jobs, labour markets
and other opportunities, facilitating a change
in economic productivity. Different groups of
people can respond to changes in accessibility
in different ways, for instance low income groups
tend to have lower levels of car ownership
and can therefore particularly benefit from
improvements in public transport availability.
8.2.17 The Scheme creates opportunities for
new cross-river bus services to improve public
transport links between south-east and east
London, which would be of particular benefit to

older or mobility impaired persons who may find
interchange at North Greenwich difficult.
8.2.18 The new cross-river bus links would
lead to wider travel horizons for residents of
some nearby regeneration areas, providing lowcost travel options to access employment and
education opportunities on the opposite side of
the River Thames.

8.3 Environment
8.3.1 The Environmental Statement (ES) is
located in Volume 6.1 of the DCO, a summary
of the key topics and a cross reference to the
chapters relevant to sustainability and the Design
and Access Statement are included here.
Ecology
8.3.2 The Scheme is located in a highly
urbanised industrial environment and habitats
across the site are generally of poor quality,
though are subject to high levels of pressure in
terms of biodiversity loss due to development.
8.3.3 All temporary ecological impacts are
to be avoided where possible. Where not
possible, any effects will be mitigated through
construction best practice, as set out in the Code
of Construction Practice (CoCP) (Document
Number: 6.10). and insitu replacement of all
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Figure 8.2 Building Mounted Solar Panels integrated with a Green Roof

habitats. All unavoidable permanent ecological
effects will be mitigated through proposed
landscaping within the Order Limits. Any residual
effects will be offset, guided by the mitigation
principles set out in Silvertown Biodiversity
Action Plan (Document Number: 6.3), informed
by a Natural Capital Assessment, which has
given a monetary value for the services the
habitats within the Order Limits provide. The
on-site mitigation and offsetting will be overseen
by a panel of key stakeholders to ensure the
principles are followed appropriately.
Waste & Materials

Figure 8.3 Roadside wildflower planting - Cricket Inn Road, Sheffield

8.3.4 The assessment of Waste and Materials
is included in Volume 1, Chapter 13 of the ES
(Document Number: 6.1.13). The materials
selected for the construction of the Scheme will
be suitable and robust, with durable long-life
properties and are listed in Volume 3, Appendix
4.A –Construction Method Statement (CMS) of
the ES (Document Number: 6.3.4.1). The storage
of materials during construction will be managed
in accordance with best practice standards to
minimise the potential of damage or wastage
(e.g. off-ground storage, remaining in original
packaging, and protection from rain damage or
collision by plant or vehicles).

Sustainability and Environment

8.3.5 A Site Waste Management Plan (SWMP)
has been developed (Document Number: 6.10)
once finalised during detailed design, the SWMP
will be used to record how waste will be reduced,
reused, recycled and disposed of by the Scheme.
8.3.6 The following materials and waste
targets have been set for the Scheme and
secured in the DCO by inclusion in the draft
CoCP (Document Number: 6.10):

8.3.7 The design will continue to apply the
five key principles of waste minimisation (Design
for: Reuse and Recovery, Off Site Construction,
Materials Optimisation, Waste Efficient
Procurement and Deconstruction and Flexibility)
at the detailed design phase to support the use
of materials in a more efficient manner and to
consider how reuse, recycling and recovery of
materials can be incorporated into the design and
ultimately reduce waste to landfill.

• 50% of all Construction, Demolition and

Air Quality

Excavation materials (C,D&E) materials and
wastes by weight to be transported to or
from the sites by river as established in the
River Transport Strategy.

• Diversion of 80% (by weight) of Scheme’s
C,D & E materials to schemes where the
material can be used for beneficial use.

• Use of primary aggregates will be minimised
by the selection of secondary materials,
where possible.

• Where specification allows, a portion of
construction materials to include a reused
and recycled content 10% recycled content
(by value) in construction materials with an
aspirational target of 15-20%.

• Materials specified will have low embodied
carbon.

8.3.8 The air quality assessment is set out
in Chapter 6 – Air Quality of the ES (Document
Number: 6.1.6).
8.3.9 As a consequence of the Scheme there
will be changes in traffic flows on the local road
network, resulting in changes in emissions both
increases and decreases. The Scheme is located
in a highly urbanised environment which already
has poor air quality with pollutant concentrations
that exceed the Mayor’s Air Quality Strategy
objectives/EU Limit Values for the key traffic
related pollutants nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and
particulate matter (PM10).
8.3.10 The host boroughs (RBG, LBN
and LBTH) all have designated Air Quality
Management Areas (AQMAs) as a result
of exceedences of the air quality strategy
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objectives. In addition, the Scheme will have air
quality impacts on roads that pass through other
boroughs, that are also designated AQMAs.
8.3.11 A user charge will apply on the existing
Blackwall Tunnel and the proposed Silvertown
Tunnel to manage the traffic flow. A monitoring
strategy has been developed (Document
Number: 7.6) which sets out how the air quality
will be monitored after the Scheme opens and
assist in any future changes to the charge.
8.3.12 The assessed case has assumed a
discount for low emission vehicles to encourage
the uptake of a cleaner fleet in London. All new
bus routes through the tunnel would be of Euro 6
(equivalent) emission standard.
Noise & Vibration
8.3.13 The Scheme’s design will seek to reduce
noise and vibration impacts to a minimum. Noise
and vibration impacts will be minimised during
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construction through the implementation of a
Construction and Environmental Management
Plan (CEMP) which will be prepared by the
contractor at the detailed design stage.

Figure 8.4 Example of brown roof

8.3.14 The mitigation measures, for example
site hoardings and well maintained equipment,
which are to be included in the CEMP are
outlined in the draft CoCP (Document Number:
6.10).
8.3.15 The Scheme will reduce operational
noise impacts through the use of noise barriers
and low noise surfacing, where possible as
described in Volume 1, Chapter 14 – Noise and
Vibration of the ES (Document Number: 6.1.14).
Noise barriers are also located on the General
Arrangement Plans (Document Number: 2.2).

Figure 8.5 Example of a Living 3-Dimensional Wall
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Supplementary Strategies
9.1 Introduction
9.1.1 Alongside the specific illustrative design
of spaces, structures and buildings there are a
number of supplementary strategies which cover
topics common to all parts of the Silvertown
Tunnel project. This chapter of the DAS covers a
number of these in more detail.
9.1.2 The design principles document sets out
a number of principles that relate to these topics,
and these principles are summarised at the start
of each section.

9.2 Public Art
PBRT.01
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Public art should be considered
part of the Scheme design
process and as a means
of engaging with the local
community and encouraging
a sense of ownership and
belonging in the public realm.

PBRT.02

Consideration should be
given to both temporary and
permanent art.

PBRT.03

The integration of public art
should be considered as part of
any night-time functional lighting
scheme.

PBRT.04

Where barriers are required for
noise or visual mitigation, they
should be designed so that they
could be used as a canvas for
public art or for signage and
safety measures.

Figure 9.1 Primary Olympic Pumping Station, Stratford: The ‘engraved’ image as it appears when viewed obliquely

9.2.1 Public art is a part of our public history,
part of our evolving culture and our collective
memory. It reflects and reveals our society and
adds meaning to our cities. It comes in all scales
and sizes, and across a broad spectrum of
media. Sometimes it is curated, sometimes it is
active, other times it is just a passive expression,
Figure 9.2 Primary Olympic Pumping Station, Stratford - When viewed ‘head-on’ the image is barely perceptible
but in all cases it signifies a working practice
of site specificity, community involvement and
collaboration. It is the community aspect which is
most important, as it provides a direct opportunity
for people to engage with specific design
elements of the Scheme.
9.2.2 While the primary function, safety and
operation of the tunnel must not be compromised
by any public art, the potential for embedding art
into infrastructure projects is something that has
been established for many years, partly because
the scale of the works often lend themselves to
Art (by acting as a ‘canvas’) and also because
the materials used in major infrastructure
projects - such as steel and concrete - are also
great mediums for sculpture and for artistic
manipulation.
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9.2.3 There are many examples of how art has
been successfully applied to major infrastructure
Schemes, and some of these are explored in
the next section. What links all of those shown
is that it is embedded art that has been thought
about from the beginning, forms part of the fabric
of the Scheme and becomes an element that the
community engage with. It could be materials,
colours or lighting and in many cases is a
combination of all three.
Precedents
9.2.4 This section shows a number of
precedent images from other infrastructure
projects around the globe from Australia to a
short walk up the Lea Valley. Each has been
chosen to demonstrate an idea which could
be used at Silvertown - some are similar
highway tunnels, others are different types of
infrastructure, but what they all have in common
is that they provide visual interest through
artistic endeavour.
Primary Olympic Pumping Station, Stratford

core design, and it combines colour, lighting and
materials in a way that celebrates, rather than
hides, the infrastructure within.
9.2.7 Of particular interest and relevance to
the Silvertown Tunnel is the ‘graphic’ that has
been applied to the surface of the concrete
walls. The pre-cast concrete panels of the
outer wall are pigmented and some are cast
with a relief pattern, inspired by the Victorian
engineering drawings of Joseph Bazalgette.
This technique produces a stunning yet dynamic
design, which from some angles, in some lights,
is very pronounced, yet from others is invisible.
This technique would work well in a dynamic
environment such as the Tunnel portals and
entrance areas, as well as on the various control
buildings that sit alongside.
Ringwood Tunnel, Melbourne Australia
Figures 9.3 - 9.5

9.2.8 Part of the M3 (Eastlink) road Scheme
in northeast Melbourne, the twin bore Ringwood
Tunnel (known as ‘Melba’ and ‘Mullum Mullum’)
incorporates public art in numerous ways.

Figures 9.1 - 9.2

9.2.5 At the southern end of the Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park is the primary sewage
pumping station for the park. Built ahead of the
Games in 2010.
9.2.6 Designed by Lyall Bills & Young
Architects, visual interest was created through
the integration of a form of public art into the

9.2.9 The most dramatic art is the centrally
located ventilation towers that sits between the
two bores of the tunnel. This has a combination
of imprinted and applied graphics which are
based on the leaves and flowers that can be
found in the Mullum Mullum valley under which
it passes.

9.2.10 This stack is integrated with imprinted
concrete panels, which have an undulating top
edge to reflect the rolling landscape beyond,
and there are also public parks that have been
created on top of each of the portals themselves,
linked to a cycle / walking trail which has been
created parallel to the route of the tunnel.
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Figure 9.3 Ringwood Tunnel, Melbourne Australia

Figure 9.4 Ringwood Tunnel, Melbourne Australia

Detail of imprinted patterns on environmental / noise

Detail of applied / imprinted patterns on ventilation

barriers

shaft

Figure 9.5 Ringwood Tunnel, Melbourne Australia

Figure 9.6 Limehouse Link tunnel

Detail of imprinted patterns on environmental barriers

Sculpture above the tunnel entrance portal

9.2.11 Additionally, the retaining walls and
environmental screens (noise / visual) which
sit along the sides of the road at various points
also have imprinted textures and patterns,
and in some locations are made of coloured
perspex, rather than a solid opaque material.
The combination of all these features makes
the whole Eastlink Scheme into something of an
‘outdoor gallery’ with different experiences for the
driver as they pass along.
9.2.12 There is scope to integrate a number
of these features into the Silvertown Scheme
through the application of the Design Principles;
what is key is understanding that the patterns
and prints are at a large scale, designed to be
viewed from a distance or moving vehicle, rather
than at a human scale for people to experience
close-up. The reverse side of the environmental
/ noise barriers are treated differently to reflect
the fact that they are seen by pedestrians and
cyclists, at a lower speed and in closer proximity.
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9.3 Advertising & Commercial Activity 9.3.1
ADCA.01

ADCA.02

ADCA.03

ADCA.04

Any new advertising hoardings
should be fully integrated into
the design from the outset.
Locations should be chosen
considering their impact on
the character of adjacent
public realm and residential
environments.
Modern LED advertising
screens should be dynamic in
form. (see Figure 9.8).
Advertising screens could also
be used where appropriate as
a canvas for public art. (see
Figure 9.9).
Structures should be designed
to allow for integration with
future buildings, such as
oversite development.

Advertising and other commercial activity
is an increasingly important way to raise revenue
to support the delivery of transport schemes.
This should be considered through out the design
process.

Figure 9.8 Flexible / Sculpted LED Screen

9.3.2 If thought about from the outset, it is
much easier to carefully absorb advertising
opportunities into the fabric of the structures at
this stage (see Figure 9.7), and it can be done in
a more sensitive manner.
9.3.3 Modern LED technology allows for
almost any shape or form to be created (see
Figure 9.8), and to be fully integrated into the
fabric of the portal, which would create an
opportunity to make it more than just an applied
feature, but instead allow it to be an integral part
of the overall design.
9.3.4 The detailed design of the Scheme
would consider the opportunity for supplementary
commercial income, such as from retail units or
oversite development (see Figure 9.10).
9.3.5 In many parts of the scheme these won’t
be appropriate due to the nature of the scheme
or surrounding area.
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Figure 9.7 Integrated advertising screen - Peninsula Square, O2 Arena

Figure 9.9 Advertising screen - Euston Circus Underpass.

Figure 9.10 Building over tunnel portal, Osaka, Japan
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9.4 Signage & Wayfinding
SGWF.01

SGWF.02

SGWF.03

Clear lines of sight should
be maintained throughout
pedestrian environments to
maximise ease of accessibility,
enhance network legibility
and wayfinding, and reduce
dependence on signage and
auditory information.
The detailed design of
the Scheme should avoid
unnecessary traffic signage,
especially where it would act as
a roadside distraction or visibility
hazard.
Wayfinding signs do not always
need to be illuminated by
internal or external lighting, or
use reflective materials.

SGWF.04

The Scheme design should
provide wayfinding guidance to
aid navigation and encourage
people to walk, while aiming
to minimise the total number
of pedestrian signs to reduce
clutter. Wayfinding signs should
therefore:

• Be located where
pedestrians start their
journey and at key decision
points and landmark
destinations;

• Be located to minimise
physical intrusion into
the streetscape, but be
sufficiently visible so as
to serve their intended
purpose; and

• Be local authority signs
where pedestrian routes
cross the Transport for
London Road Network.

9.4.1 The Silvertown Tunnel project would
follow best practice in seeking to minimise street
clutter by reducing the amount of signage (and
other street furniture) to the minimum required.

Figure 9.11 Legible London Wayfinding Minilith

9.4.2 Pedestrian signage would be delivered
through the use of Legible London, the standard
city-wide wayfinding system or the local borough
alternative.
9.4.3 This comprises a series of finger posts,
‘miniliths’ and ‘monolith’ signs, including local
area maps, located at key nodes and decision
making points. The precise location of these is
yet to be determined, but there is a recognised
and approved methodology for identifying the
appropriate locations for signs, which would be
used in determining their siting.
9.4.4 More generally, there would be a need
to make sure that street furniture is fixed to
buildings and structures where possible and
practicable, rather than on individual poles or
columns, and where there is a need for multiple
signs or elements, they should share columns
- for example putting traffic lights on the same
column as highway lights.
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9.5

Lighting & CCTV

9.5.1 The Scheme includes provision of both
CCTV and lighting, which will be required to meet
safety and security standards. A good practice
approach would be to use two levels of lighting.
A high level lighting network to provide the
required levels for illuminating the carriageway,
with a secondary network of lower level lighting
at a more human scale to be used along the
paths and off-road stretches of cycleway
and footway. This approach would make the
environment less harsh for non-motorised users,
while at the same time providing adequate levels
of lighting for personal safety.
9.5.2 The roadways will be covered by CCTV
as part of the management of the Silvertown
Tunnel. These will be sited to minimise visual
impact and also to ensure they do not form any
obstructions for pedestrian and cycle movement.
The expectation is that where possible these will
be sited on gantry and other structures that are
required for signage.

LTNG.01

Wherever possible lighting
Streetscape Guidance and

their future maintenance should

the proposed streetscape with

should enhance night-time use,

be a relevant consideration

clear distinctions made between

economy and enjoyment and

to the choice of detailed light

vehicle, cycle and pedestrian

provide safe passage for all

fittings.

environments.

LTNG.06

Lighting units should be

LTNG.09

Buildings should be made

The need for lighting to reduce

selected to be aesthetically

attractive and legible at night,

the risk of accidents, help to

appropriate and to limit light

their form highlighted and

prevent crime and the fear of

pollution, improve energy

strengthened, by an intelligent

crime, should be balanced

efficiency and to ensure

lighting design. This should

where practicable with the

equipment longevity.

be particularly the case

Notwithstanding the

when viewed by drivers and

requirements (above) to reduce

passengers from the tunnel

In pedestrian areas, dark

light pollution, lighting designs,

approach roads.

patches and high light/dark

wherever possible, should take

contrasts should be avoided

into account the contribution

where they impair visibility.

made by lighting to create a

In order to reduce visual clutter,

sense of place, (while complying

lighting should be integrated into
seating, steps, walls, furniture
and other similar design
features where feasible to do
so.
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Lighting proposals should
contribute to the legibility of

aquatic biodiversity.

LTNG.04

LTNG.08

quality and robust. The ease of

need to promote terrestrial and
LTNG.03

Lighting units should be high

designs should adhere to TfL’s

users.
LTNG.02

LTNG.05

LTNG.07

with Streetscape Guidance or
making an exception to the
guidance where shown to be
necessary).
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